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1. Planning Process

1.1 Current Plan Development Process

The Town of Bridport Selectboard Chair indicated an interest in working through the process of creating an
All-Hazards Mitigation Plan in early 2012 following damaging flooding from Tropical Storm Irene. The
Town's interest was used in developing a background narrative to support inclusion in a FEMA Pre-Disaster
Mitigation request sponsored by the Northwest Regional Planning Commission (NWRPC). Following an
extensive review and contracting process, ACRPC was authorizedby NWRPC to begin the planning process in
late 2013. The town Selectboard met on August 12,2013 at its regular meeting and authorized its support for
this planning process through a resolution of the board. In April of 2014 ACRPC was requested by the
Northwest Regional Planning Commission, the grant administrator, to stop all work until contract wording
could be clarified. As of }i4ay 2014, ACRPC was given the go ahead by NWRPC to continue the process of
developing a plan.

An initial draft single jurisdiction plan was prepared by staff of the Addison County Regional Planning
Commission (ACRPC) converting a previous draft annex of an earlier 2002 regional plan into a single
jurisdiction plan.

The following residents were appointed by the Bridport Selectboard on9l9l20l3 to a mitigation planning
committee:

Sue Walker -
Mark Pumiglia-
Dusty Huestis-
Ed Payne -
Steve Huestis -

Selectboard member
Planning Commission
Bridport Road Foreman and Volunteer Fire Department
Bridport Zoning Administrator
Selectboard member

The draft plan was submitted to the mitigation planning committee on912712013 for initial review and edits.
The committee met l0ll5l20l3 to review the draft plan and complete aHazard Inventory and Risk Assessment
for the Town of Bridport. The committee met again on lll5l2013 to identify possible mitigation projects and
suggest additional edits to the draft plan. ACRPC Staff met with the Bridport Road Crew (Dusty Huestis, Dale
Stone) on2l7l20l4 to identifu highway-related issues and potential highway projects. The committee
continued to suggest changes via e-mail to conhrm suggested revisions and corrections to the initial draft plan.

Input on the draft plan was requested from town residents during open meetings of the town Planning
Commission and the Town Selectboard where copies of the draft plan were available for review. An initial
draft plan was submitted to staff at the Northwest Regional Planning Commission for review and suggestions
on613012014.

Based on comments from this public process, the draft plan was further edited and the draft plan was submitted
to the State of Vermont Hazard Mitigation Officer for state review on 711012014. Due to extensive
recornmendations given for another plan in process, the draft plan was extensively reworked in January of
2015, submitted to DEMHS for further review and finally, submitted to the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) on 31212015 for comments and preliminary approval. Comments were received back from
FEMA reviewers on 61812015
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Changes were made to the draft plan based on FEMA recommendations and an updated draft was completed
on71612015. Upon completion of this draft, the plan was further circulated to the Town Selectboard andhazard
mitigation committee for their approval. Upon Selectboard approval, the final plan was submitted to FEMA
Region I for their Approval Pending Adoption (APA) status, which was received on 121812015.

The APA plan was adopted by the Bridport Selectboard on 111212016. The final adopted plan was then
forwarded to FEMA Region I for confirmation. Final FEMA approval was received on

1.2 Opportunities for public comment/input

Multiple opportunities for public comment were made available during the planning process:
o A plan review/update committee was appointed on9l9l20l3 by the Town Selectboard.
o The plan was made available in the Town Offices for public comment while in draft form and input

was requested (no comments).
o Meetings of both the Town Selectboard and the Town Planning Commission were open for public

comment throughout the planning and draft phases of this plan (no comments received).

1.3 Opportunities for additional comments

Additional opportunities for regional and state-level comments in the draft stage were provided throughout the
planning process.

o A copy of the draft plan was provided to the State Hazard Mitigation Officer Ray Doherty for
comments which were received on 711012014.

o A substantially completed draft was submitted to the State of Vermont Agency ofNatural Resources
staff for comment on612612014.

¡ A final draft of the plan was approved by the Bridport Selectboard in a publicly warned meeting on
212412015 for submission to FEMA.

. An updated copy was sent to Ray Doherty for submission to FEMA on212612015.

. FEMA Region 1 staff received a draft for comment on3l2l20l5

. A copy of the draft plan was posted on the ACRPC website www.acrpc.org for regional review and
notice was given during monthly meetings of ACRPC as to its availability. No comments were
received.

. The December 2014 ACRPC newsletter included an article announcing that the draft plan was
available for public review and comments were requested. The draft was posted on Il5l20I5.

¡ A running draft was posted in the ACRPC office from October 2013 through June 2015 for public
review and comments (no comments received)

. The bordering towns of Addison, Shoreham, Cornwall and Weybridge were informed of the
availability of the plan on the ACRPC website on21612015 and input was requested. No comments.

1.4 Extent of review

Throughout the planning process all sections of an earlier regional plan were reviewed for accuracy. Recently
completed studies and newly developed data were included in the document. Information from the following
documents and sources were incorporated into this plan either as data or to inform the committee's
prioritization process :

o 2014 Local Emergency Operations Plan þreviously identified high hazard areas and vulnerable
populations)

o January 2011 Town Plan (support for the committee's prioritization process and section 2 nanative.)
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2011 Addison County Regional Plan (transportation section used to identifr high accident locations)
2013 State of VT Hazard Mitigation Plan (provided a listing of statewidehazard concerns)
Recently declared disasters
2012 Report of the State Fire Marshall (provided data to inform structure and wild fire risks)
www.fema.gov (provided official data on declared disasters)
The Vermont V/eather Book by David Ludlum þrovided historic accounts of disasters for Section 4.3
National Climatic Data Center website (provided information for Section 4.3)
FEMA Snow Load Safety Guide (informed Section 4.3)
FEMA FIRMS dated 8ll5ll979 (incorporated into maps and section 4.3)
FEMA Flood Insurance Study from February 1979 (Used to determine the FEMA flood elevations for
Lake Champlain in Bridport, Section 4.3)
VT Center for Geographic Information data layers (incorporated into map products)
LEPC #8 Tier II reports (incorporated into Section 4.3)
Bridport Annual Town Reports 1980-2013 (informed FEMA reimbursements in table #1)
The Shoreline Stabilization Handbook for Lake Champlain and other Inland Lakes (informed erosion
extent in Section 4.3)
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2. Community Background

The Town of Bridport, Vermont was chartered in 1761 and its development in the early years focused on the
use of Lake Champlain as a transportation venue. Subsequent development of rich farmland away from the
lake led to the development of a more traditional village center around the current intersection of VT Rte 22A
and Middle Road. Bridport village or "The Corners" is a civic and government center to the town and contains
the Town Offices, Grange, Post Offrce, churches and a town green. Within this tight central core were also
housed the school and town garage until more recent construction of a centralized school and new town garage
complex to the south of the village center. In modem times, the significance of Lake Champlain as a recreation
resource has resulted in a resurgence ofresidences along the shoreline.

VT Route 224 passes through Bridport's village center from north to south and divides the town with 1/3 east
of the highway and ll3 west. VT State Rte 125 further divides the town north and south with 1/3 north of Rte
125 and 1/3 south of the highway.

Since recording a low of 653 residents in the 1960 census, Bridport's population has nearly doubled to its 2010
census level of 1218 creating an average population density of 28 people per square mile. More densely
populated areas in town include the village area and clusters of shoreline properties. Most recent trends
indicate that the population seems to be leveling out with the majority of new residents due to a rise in births
over deaths rather than any rapid in-migration.

According to the 2010 census, there are 612 housing units in Bridport, a number that has nearly tripled since
the census began recording housing units in 1940. Of those units, 368 were owner-occupied,lI7 were renter
occupied and I27 were considered vacant. 89 of the units were seasonal use only and were considered as part
of the vacant number. There has been a recent trend toward conversion of seasonal homes into year-round
homes which is being monitored carefully by the town planning commission to ensure public safety in the
form of clean waters and adequate services are maintained. In Bridport, most year-round homes are single-
family wood structures (87.5%), a little more than llYo are mobile homes and less than2o/o are multi-family
homes.

Bridport has a workforce ofjust under 900 workers and 70Yo of them work outside of the town in nearby
communities. The town is quite dependent upon the income generated from these workers and from the
Agricultural economy as there are limited other economic opportunities within the town. Green Mountain
Power is the sole provider of electrical power and landline telephone service is provided by Champlain Valley
Telecom. Cellular reception is available in most areas of town but is very limited in some areas due to the
limited number of towers. To date, cellular phone companies have focused on serving the Route 22A corridor.
Residents of Bridport are served by the Tri-Town water district for their potable water needs and provide for
their own sewage needs through individual on-site septic systems. Changes to the State of Vermont's septic
regulations have severely limited the ability to dispose of wastewater due to the native heavy clay soils and are
impacting development opportunities in the town. Alternative wastewater systems are still on the horizon but
have yet to be approved for use. In addition, lakeshore camps and residences have always struggled between
the need to safely dispose of septic and potentially destabilizing the lakeshore.

The Town of Bridport has emergency medical service (EMS) coverage through the volunteer Townline First
Response Squad which partners with the Middlebury Regional EMS for transport services. Patients are
generally transported to either Porter Medical Center (10 miles) or Fletcher-Allen Hospital (38 miles). The
Bridport Volunteer Fire Department provides fire coverage throughout town with assistance through mutual
aid from surrounding communities. In 2012, the fire department responded to l3 Fires andlor motor vehicle
accidents. Poorly constructed driveways and private roads sometimes hinder response, particularly along the
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lakeside camps. Law enforcement in the Town is provided by the Vermont State Police. Routine traffic
enforcement is provided under contract to the town by the Addison County Sheriff. The towns two constables
provide the only community based law enforcement.

The Town has an appointed Emergency Management Coordinator and uses a Local Emergency Operations
Plan (LEOP) to coordinate response to larger incidents. The LEOP identifies the Town Office as its primary
emergency operations center. It also identifies the Town Garage as a secondary EOC which, along with the
Bridport Central School is one of the two town-owned buildings served with back up generators. Four potential
emergency shelters are identified in the LEOP as the Bridport Central School, the Community Hall, St.
Bernadett's Parish Hall and the Congregational Church Vestry. The LEOP also identifies its highesthazard
areas as any east-west roads, all of which are prone to drifting snow in winter months.

The Town is a member of the National Flood Insurance Program and as such has adopted zoning by-laws (last
updated in2002), designating Flood Hazard Areas including associated regulations for administering those
areas. Fortunately, much of the identified floodplain is associated with the Lemon Fair which floods regularly
once or twice ayear. This frequent flooding has effectively discouraged development in recent times due to
difficulties in disposing of septage and the availability of alternate non-flooding sites in town. The other
identified floodplain is in the flood zone located along the shores of Lake Champlain.In2}Il a series of spring
rains combined to create a record-breaking flood elevation for Lake Champlain of over 103ft. Fortunately, due
to the steep shoreline grades, most seasonal camps were unaffected by the flooding. Unfortunately, as these
seasonal residences are slowly converted to year-round homes, there is an increased load placed on Bridport's
clay based shoreline. This shoreline tends toward slumping resulting in an increased risk to all structures
located along the shore.

2.1 Local Maps
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3. Existing Adopted Plans which support Hazard Mitigation

The following plans pre-date this plan and are used to illustrate how the community, the Addison region and
the State of Vermont have incorporated mitigation into standard planning mechanisms. As the Bridport
Selectboard, Planning Commission and Emergency Manager continue to work on annual or 5 year updates of
these plans, the Town of Bridport AllHazañs Mitigation Plan will be able to provide needed information for
those planning processes.

3.1 Bridport Local Emergency Operøtìons Plan (High Hazard and Vulnerable Sítes)
o All eqst/west roads- Drifting Snow

3.2 Bridport Town Pløn (2011) Policy støtements whích support Hazard Mitigation
o Continue to support high qualityfire and rescue services in town and ensure that new development

is constructed in a manner that will allow adequate access for emergency responders.
c Encourage projects, including improvements to the town's water system and installation of dry

hydrants, which would increase the effectiveness of the fire department in its ability to extinguish

/ìres.
. To provide and maintain a transportation system that is safe, fficient and affordable
o Continue to workwith the State to slow trffic and increase safety through Bridport's village

center.
o Review the town's curcent standørds þr private roads and codify them as necessary to ensure that

emergency access is possible for all properties on these roads.
o To maintain and, where necessary, improve the quality of Bridport's ground and surface waters

and wetlands.

3.3 Addison County Regionøl Planning Commission Regíonal Plan (2011) Goals that support
Høzørd Mitigation

o Work to restore and maintain stream equilibrium by developing and implementing river corridor
pløns.

o Reduce flooding and related damages through appropriate mitigation techniques.
o Encourage watershed based cooperation and educate towns and the general public about water

quality and stream dynamics
o Provide communities the support they need to be proactive in reducingflood and erosion hazards

by adopting appropriate zoning regulations to limit development in hqzardous areas.
o Encourage proper møintenance and sizing of bridges, culverts and other structures to

accommodate flow from storm events and to mitigate flood hazards.
o Reduce the loss of lfe and injury resultingfrom all hazards.
o Mitigate financial losses incuned by municipal, residential, industrial, agricultural and

commercial establishments due to disasters.
o Reduce the damage to public infrastructure resultingfrom all hazards.
o Recognize the connections between land use, storm-water, rood design/ møintenance and the fficts

from disasters.
o Ensure that mitigation meqsures ore sympathetic to the naturalfeatures of the region's rivers,

streoms and other surface waters; historic resources; character of neighborhoods; and the capacity
of the community to implement them.

o Encourage hazard mitigation planning as a part of the Municipal Planning Process.
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a Encourage municipalities and landowners to consider W Agency of Natural Resources riparian
guidelines for habitat andflood protection.

3.4 State of Vermont Høzørd Mítígøtion Pløn (2013) Høzørd Mitigation Goals
o Ensure that curyent and proposed legislation and regulatory policies require ffictive hazard

mitigation practices throughout the State.
o Ensure that grant-relatedfunding processes allow þr expedient and ffictive mitigation actions to

take place qt the municipal and State level.
o Provide timely and accurate technical assistance that supports hazard mitigation activities to

regional and local jurisdictions as well øs private sector partners.
o Jdentif! state-level risks and vulnerabilities and protect or harden state infrastructure against

hazards.
o Conduct hazard assessments, mapping and data collection projects to increase lcnowledge about

both the hazards facing Vermont and the most ffictive mitigation actions for minimizing public
exposure to hazards.
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4.2 Risk Prioritization Process

The Town of Bridport'sHazard Mitigation Planning Committee identihed the following hazards in its hazard
inventory- Drought, Power Failure, Flooding, Lightning, High Winds, Landslide,HazMat Spill, Structure Fire,
Wildfire, and Winter Storm. Additional hazards listed on the State hazard inventory were dam failure, ice Jams
and extreme temperatures. These were not evaluated in the Bridport HIRA because there is no history of ice
jam damage in town, no dams listed on the state dam inventory database, and extreme temperatures are a

commonplace enough occurance that the committee felt evaluation of them was unnecessary. The committee
completed aHazard Inventory and Risk Assessment (See Bridport, VT HVRA) which resulted in the following
hazards being identified as being High Priority- Winter Storm/Icew Storm, and Widespread Power Failure.
The committee scored High Wind, FloodÆlash Flood, HazMat Spill/Transportation Accident,
Landslide/Erosion of the lakeshore, and Structure Fire as its highest scoring hazards of medium priority,
followed quickly by Lightning and Wildfire.
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Bridport, VT.
Hazard Invento sk Assessment

Probability: Frequency of Occurrence
1= Unlikely <1%oin a given year
2= Occasionally 1o/o-10o/o probability in a given year
3= Likely >10% but <100% in any given year
4= Highly Likely 100% probability in a given year

Warning: Time available to give notice to the majority of the population
1= More than 12 hours
2= 6-12 Hours
3= 3-6 hours
4= <3 hours (minimal)

Geographic lmpacts: How much of the population is expected to be impacted
1= lsolated Locations/neighborhood <20o/o of population impacted
2= Moderate impact >20o/o and <75o/o oî population impacted
3= Community-wide >75To of population impacted within community
4= Region-wide Level2 & 3 impacts in surrounding communities

Property Damage: Severity of damages and disruption
1= Negligible lsolated property damage, minimaldisruption to infrastructure
2= Minor lsolated moderate to severe property damage, brief disruption to infrastructure
3= Moderate Severe damages at neighborhood level, temporary closure of infrastructure
4= Major Severe damages town-wide, temporary to long-term closure of infrastructure

Vulnerability: Total score of Probability, Warning, Geographic lmpact, and Property Damage
1= Low Priority < I total score, low cost -no cost mitigation projects only
2= Medium Priority >8 and <10 totalscore
3= High Priority >10 and <12 totalscore
4= Regional/State-wide Priority >12 totalscore

Hazard Type Probability Warning Geo
graphic
lmpacts

Property
Damage

Vulnerability

Drousht 2 1 1 1 5 - (1)
Widespread Power Failure 3 4 3 2 12 - (3)
Floodino/Flash Flood 3 3 2 2 10-(.2\
Lishtninq 4 3 1 1 9-Q)
Hish Winds 3 3 2 2 10 - (2\
Landslide/Erosion 3 4 1 2 10 - (2)
HazMatlT ra nsportatio n Accident 3 4 1 2 10-Q)
Structure Fire 4 4 1 1 10-Q\
Wildfire 3 4 1 1 9-(2)
Winter Storm/lce Storm 4 2 4 2 12 - (3)
Earthquake 2 4 1 1 8- (1)
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Declared Disasters by County 2003-2013

,O Mil66
L-!-l-l-l-¡-r--r-J

Table #1 Federall declared disasters

m0 Numb!ß lnd¡o¡tÇ numbrrof

Addison
Description Dec. # County Cost BridportYear Date

$ Unavailable $ Unavailable1973 71611973 Severe Storms, Floodine, Landslides DR397
Severe Storms. Hieh Winds. Floodins DR5I8 $ Unavailable $ Unavailable1976 8lslt976

$ Unavailable1977 9161t977 Drousht 8M3053 $ Unavailable
DR84O $ 31,033 $ Unavailable1989 814-511989 Severe Storms, Flooding

1993 4t24-s/2611993 Floodine. Heaw Rain, Snowfall DR99O $ 17,639 $ Unavailable
DRll0l $ 130.529 $ Unavailable1996 U19-21211996 Storms, Flooding

1998 U6-1611998 Ice Storms DRl20l $ 662,388 $ Unavailable
DR1228 s2"146.484 $ Unavailable1998 '7/17-8/1711998 Severe Storms and Flooding

7n4-18/2000 Severe Storms and Floodine DRl336 $ 744,075 $ Unavailable2000
8M3167 $ Unavailable $ 8"187.002001 315-712001 Snowstorm

Severe Storms and Floodins DRl559 $ 365,661 $ s4,000.002004 8lt2-9112/2004
$ 486.8s0 $ Unavailable2008 6lt4-1712008 Severe Storms and Flooding DRl778

Severe Storms and Floodine DRl790 $ 438,900 $ 179,100.002008 7l2t-811212008
20tt 4123-s19l20rt Severe Storms and Floodine DRl995 $ Unavailable $ Unavailable

8M3338 $ Unavailable $ Unavailable2011 8/26-9/2n0tl Hurricane Irene
20tt 8t27-9l2l20tt Tropical Storm Irene DR4022 $ Unavailable $ 539,534.00

DR4066 $ Unavailable $ Unavailable2012 5129/2012 Severe Storm, Tornado and Flooding
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4.3 Hazard Type. Location. Extent. Previous Occunences. Future Probability and Vulnerabilitv
The following hazard types have been identified, evaluated and prioritized in a risk assessment exercise
conducted with the Bridport hazard mitigation committee. The matrix in 4.2 shows the results of that
evaluation process for the Town of Bridport. The following hazard types are listed in their order of priority
with highest vulnerability described first.

\ilinter Storm/Ice Storm - (Vulnerability 12- Hieh Prioritv) -a
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Results of Bridport Hazard Mitigation Committee exercise

Location: Severe winter storms are common throughout Vermont and can occur geographically in any
part of Bridport. As in much of the Champlain Valley, the prevailing winds are either from the south
or the north. Due to these winds, blowing and drifting snow impacts easlwest roads the most.

In the Town of Bridport, interviews with the road crew indicate that the most common issues
associated with winter storms are the combination of heavy snowfall and high wind. These two
circumstances combine to create widespread drifting along most east/west roads in town. Specifically
mentioned were Crown Point Road, Middle Road, Swinton Road, eastern Market Street and Orchard
Drive. Swinton Road in particular was identified due to recent rapid development along this relatively
short road.
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Another issue identified was the occurrence of freezing culverts following mid-winter wann spells.
These lead to road washouts when water-filled ditches bypass frozen culverts. Many of the culverts
susceptible to freezing are those that are found at the entrances to private driveways which were
constructed with an eye to lowering costs for the homeowner rather than built with the town highway
network in mind.

Extent: When conditions are predicted, the National Weather Service issues warnings ranging from a

Winter Storm Warning (heavy snowstorm predicted within 24 hours) to Blizzard Warning (sustained

wind and snow with gusts up to 35 mph for at least 3 hours) to Heavy Snow Warning (accumulations
of over 6 inches in a24 hour period).

Construction standards for snow load (see map) indicate thal structures in the Town of Bridport should
be built to withstand loads of 40 pounds per square foot. This would indicate an average depth of snow
of 32 inches or 8 inches of ice on a square foot of roof surface. At that point, design standards would
be exceeded and the structure runs the risk of collapse. Given this standard, a snowstorm which
dumped 32 inches of snow or 8 inches of ice would likely result in a few collapsed roofs, especially on
structures which are not built to these standards.

Minimum Snow Loads for Estimating Construction Design (Bridport:401b/sq ft)
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Previous Occurrences: The National Climatic Data Center reports that the Addison Region has
experienced2 major Ice Storm events over the past25 years. The highest recorded damages were
incurred during the 1998 Ice Storm (DR-1201)which impacted most of the northeastern US and
resulted in $750,000 in damages to Addison County properties. The Town of Bridport was not spared.
Power outages continued for several days as remote power lines were accessed by off-road vehicles.
P/A reimbursement for damages associated with this storm topped $23,000.

NCDC records indicate that the Addison Region also experienced 123 winter storm events over the
past25 years. The worst storms resulted in $100,000 in damages in both 2010 and 2005. During the
period an estimated $1,743,000 in cumulative property damages and $10,000 in crop damages were
incurred. The Town of Bridport recorded limited damages during most of these events though
residents were impacted by loss of power and the occasional downed tree or branches in the road.

In March of 2001, the so-called "Town Meeting Day" snow event (Emergency Declaration #EM3167)
caused reduced ability for residents to travel to the voting booth due to hazardous conditions. The
Town was reimbursed $8,187 to cover some of the costs of keeping roads open on Town Meeting Day
and the meeting itself was rescheduled to a later date due to the inability of voters to attend.

As recently as February 2007, a significant snowstorm coupled with high wind nearly crippled much
of Vermont including the Addison County region which suffered a reported $237,000 in damages.
This "Valentines' Day Blizzard" stressed the resources of most local communities, including the Town
of Bridport, to capacity but did not ultimately result in a federal declaration.

As recently as December of 2014, a storm dropping extremely heavy snow toppled trees which, in turn
dropped power lines. In some areas of town residents were without power for several days.
Preliminary damage estimates from the Town of Bridport indicate approximately $10,000 in debris
cleanup expenses were incurred by the Town.

Future Probability: The late 1960's saw record breaking snowfalls in Vermont and locals remember
being able to drive snow machines over the tops of wire fences. These record years were followed by
the 1970's and 80's with below average snows. The number and severity of winter storms have been
increasing since the late 1980's establishing a cyclical pattern. If the current trend continues, it is
likely there will be a continued increase in severe winter storms that will impact the Town of Bridport
in the future.

Vulnerability Summary: With a regular occurrence of a significant snow or ice storm, the town feels
the impact of a winter storm most on the transportation infrastructure of the community. The town is
able to keep the roads open and treated for most storms and rarely has lost the ability to keep up with a
winter storm due to the Town's high preparedness level and ongoing mitigation actions. Fortunately,
the regular occuffence of winter storms also causes most residents to maintain a high level of
preparedness for winter storms.

As population growth and housing expands along remote road corridors such as Swinton Road,
increasing dependency on local roads by the new homeowners requires changes in winter
maintenance. New driveway culvert policies are limiting the installation of freeze-prone culverts and
as old culverts fail, larger ones are being installed. The town has, thus far, been able to keep up with
the increased demands on its services during winter, through additional hires and equipment
purchases.
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V/ithout that preparedness level, the community vulnerability to Winter Storm/Ice Storm scores 12. A
score of 12 would be considered HIGH based on a high probability with a high percentage of the
population impacted.

Widespread Power Failure - (Vulnerabilitv L2- Hieh Priorityl
Location: Based on local knowledge, power outages aÍe a common event throughout the Town of
Bridport. There seems to be no particular pattem to where an outage may hit but outages often mimic
the areas of high wind or where trees have not been adequately pruned or removed.

Extent: Depending on the cause of the failure, a widespread outage could last for days or even weeks.
In the case of either a failing national grid or downed power lines throughout the northeast, outages

could even be longer. When outages occur due to impacts from natural events, they tend to include
either the entire town or large areas served by the same line.

Previous occurrences: In 1998 a severe ice storm hit northern Vermont and much of the Addison
region. No community in the region was spared damage associated with downed power lines. Power
outages continued for several days as remote power lines originally laid out by Rural Electrification in
the 1930s and 1940s were accessed by off-road vehicles. In December 2014 a power outage of several

days duration caused by heavy snow impacted much of Vermont including the Town of Bridport.

Future probability: Subsequent to the ice storm of 1998, power companies have re-routed many
remote lines onto town highway rights of way and increased annual pruning efforts. Frequency of
occuffence and length of outage duration have been reduced thereby also reducing the overall impact
impacts to residents. If these and similar efforts continue, a reasonable person would predict fewer
porwer outages of shorter duration. The effect of these improvements to infrastructure may be

cancelled out by the general increase in the types of storms which lead to power outages.

Vulnerability summary: During sunìmer months, localized power outages caused by severe summer
storms mostly cause inconveniences to residents unless extended outages impact a family's frozen
food supply or their ability to pump water from wells. Extended outages during winter months coupled
with extreme cold have periodically resulted in more extensive damage associated with freezing pipes.

Green Mountain Power Circuits in Bridport

l-jr riir!:ì
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Mitigation activities by power companies have included re-routing many of the remote lines onto town
highway rights of way and an increase in pruning effort. This has resulted in a less vulnerable power
system but, given the results from the recent storm, there is still a long way to go.

The community vulnerability to Winter Storm/Ice Storm scores 12. A score of 12 would be considered
HIGH based on a high probability with a high percentage of the population impacted. Widespread
power outages have been extensively mitigated in the past few years effectively reducing the
community's vulnerability. Actual vulnerability could be considered MODERATE based on impacts
to infrastructure, health, and environment.

a Hieh Winds - (Vulnerabilitv 10- Medium Prioritv)
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Results of Bridport Hazard Mitigation Committee exercise

Location: Damages due to high winds are rare in Bridport and are dependent on the location of the
wind gusts and/or cyclonic wind. While these weather events generally cannot be precisely located,
the prevailing winds are generally from the north or south. The Lake Champlain shoreline is at a
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slightly higher risk of damage due to high winds because of the long, unobstructed fetch which also
produces wave action. The entire Town of Bridport is at risk of high wind damage depending on
where the winds strike.

Beaufort Wind Scale
MPH Beaufort # Descri Effects

Extent: High winds come in many forms in Addison County and are included in damages associated
with Hunicane, Tornado, Wind-shear and Hail Storms. The National Weather Service issues a wind
advisory for sustained strong winds of 31 to 39 mph (Beaufort #7) or gusts of 46 to 57 mph. Winds of
greater than 58 mph trigger a High Wind Warning.

Often, thunderstorms are accompanied by hail which generally results in minor property damages but
can have alarge effect on agricultural crops like apples and corn.

Remnants of hurricanes striking Vermont are uncommon and bring not only heavy rain but high winds
as well. Similarly, tornadoes are known to occur and have been reported in the Addison Region.
Tomadoes are less common than hail storms and high winds, but have occurred throughout Vermont.
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0-l 0 Calm Calm; Smoke rises straight up

1-3 1 Light Air Wind motion causes smoke to drift slowly

4-7 2 Slight Breeze Leaves rustle, wind is felt on exposed skin

8-t2 J Gentle Breeze Leaves and small twigs in constant motion

13-l 8 4 Moderate Breeze Small branches move; dust and loose paper raised

19-24 5 Fresh Breeze Small hees sway;

25-31 6 Strong Breeze Large branches sway; overhead wires "whistle"

32-38 7 Near Gale Whole trees in motion; walking into wind takes effort

39-46 8 Gale Twigs break offtrees; cars veer on the road

47-54 9 Severe Gale Branches break; Light structural damages

5s-63 l0 Whole Gale Trees blown over; considerable sfructural damage

64-73 n Storm Widespread structural damages

74+ t2 Hurricane Considerable and widespread damage to structures



The worst case high wind event could uproot trees, tear roofing from structures and collapse old or
poorly constructed buildings. The loss of power and land line phone service is also possible during
these events due to downed power lines caused by the falling trees.

Past Occurrences: NCDC records indicate The Addison Region has experienced 34 High Wind
events and 35 Strong V/ind events over the past 25 years resulting in $1,451,000 in cumulative
property damage and $25,000 in crop damages. No information was found that would corroborate
specific wind damage in the Town of Bridport.

In June of 2005 and in July of 2003, locally developing lines of thunderstorms resulted in a combined
total of over $150,000 in damages to communities in Addison County. Another high wind event
occurred in 2007 to the south of Addison County which resulted in a so-called Nor-icane. This storm
became a presidentially declared event (DR 1698) and resulted in over $1,000,000 in reported
damages. A total of 108 Thunderstorm wind events have been recorded in the Addison Region over
the past 25 years with the highest recorded winds of 65knots in July of 2012. Within the 25 year
record a total of $1,433,000 in cumulative property damages due to high wind events were recorded.

The largest recorded hail size in the past 25 years was 2" in diameter in New Haven in December of
2012.

Since 1953 40 tornadoes have been recorded in the State ranging from Fl to F2 on the Fujita Scale.
These storms killed 9 people and caused over $8.4 million dollars in estimated property damage.
Addison County experienced two of those storms. In June of 1965, a twister touched down resulting in
$37,000 in damage and one death. Another in 1983 struck the northern portion of the county and
resulted in crop losses exceeding $500,000. On May 27,2014 a tornado was reported to have touched
down in the Addison region. The storm was reported by observers in the towns of Bridport and
Cornwall.

Storm Damage from 5127114 reported tomado in Bridport and Cornwall, Vermont
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Hurricanes in 1938 and 1950 are still remembered by older residents when barns collapsed and
animals needed to be rescued or put down due to injuries. More recently the remnants of Tropical
Storm Irene in 2011, brought heavy rains and flooding to Vermont, fortunately without the typical
high winds.

Future Probability: Over the past 15-20 years there has been an observable increase in the severity
and frequency of storms in Bridport. Extremes in warming and cooling which we have seen in recent
years lead to high winds as convective forces meet cooling forces. It is probable that in the future, we
will not see a lessening in winds or wind producing storms. The current cycle would also predict an

increase in both tropical storms and tornados.

Vulnerability Summary: Due to the generally flat topography of the Champlain Valley and
proximity to the lake, the entire Town of Bridport is vulnerable to many types of storms which could
produce high winds. High winds usually result in damage to trees, which in turn, lead to power
outages. Localized strong winds have also resulted in occasional damage to roof panels and loss of
shingles. Often, residents do not take into account wind impacts when new construction or major
renovations are performed.

Beyond damage to private residences, impacts to power lines caused by falling and/or uprooted trees
tend to be felt by all residents of Bridport. Recent extensive tree removal to protect power lines may
possibly have increased wind speed as an unintended consequence though no specific observations
were noted by committee members.

The community vulnerability to High Winds scored 10. A score of 10 would be considered a medium
priority for the town based on a medium probability and warning with a relatively low overall impact,

o Flood/Tlash Flood - (Vulnerabilitv 10- Medium Prioritv)
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Location: The Town of Bridport is most susceptible to flooding, along the shore of Lake Champlain
where camps and private residences are clustered along the lake. The primary areas of concentration
for these structures are at low elevations of Lake Street, Torrey Lane, and Crown Point Road. These
structures were often built prior to current zoning regulations which would have mitigated some of the
flooding risk if built today. Other areas of mapped inundation flooding, including a large area along
the Lemon Fair have never been developed and are currently protected, in some measure, by the
town's current floodplain regulations.

Flash flooding is possible anywhere in town and damages due to flash flooding are generally to the
town's highway infrastructure. Past impacts have been seen on West Market Road, Swinton Road,
Crown Point Road, Mountain Road. Middle Road and Lake Street in particular have been impacted by
flash-type flooding in recent years.

Extent: FIRM flood maps, digitized in2006 by ACRPC and E911 points as documented by the State
E911 database were compared digitally and where the two sets of data intersect, there are 5 single-
family residences, and 13 Camp/Bungalows in the town that are shown to be vulnerable to potential
flooding. Three of these properties are currently insured through the NFIP down from a high of 5 in
2013 when total insured values were close to $900,000.

Based on field observations by the Bridport ZoningAdministrator, only 5 Camp/Bungalows would
actually lie within the area of the mapped Base Flood Elevation. The discrepancy comes from error
within the digitization process used when ACRPC originally scanned and converted paper maps to
GIS format. The estimated value of these structures is $368,100. This represents 0.3% of the grand list.
In recent years, the town has been faced with the conversion of some of these camps to year-round
residences. While not increasing the number of structures, these conversions do increase the potential
losses were they to be flooded. While local flood regulations address substantial improvements, much
of this work is done piecemeal and never triggers in-depth review.

Past Occurrences: The Addison Region has experienced2l flooding events over the past 25 years
with reportable damages. The Town of Bridport has been impacted by 4 of these presidentially
declared disasters in the past l0 years (August/September 2004, July/August 2008, April/May 2011
and September 2011) as a result of flooding. A review of annual reports from the Town of Bridport
show a total of almost $800,000 in FEMA reimbursements from these events.

In August of 2008, strong storm cells hit Bridport and much of Addison County, resulting in a federal
disaster declaration. In Bridport, Crown Point Road and SwinJon Road experienced culvert washouts
as well as washouts along Hemenway Road and Mountain Road. Almost $180,000 was reimbursed by
FEMA and the State of Vermont over a period of three years to cover expenses associated with this
storm.

In the spring of 2011, a quick snow melt followed by weeks of spring rains resulted in a new record
height for Lake Champlain at 103ft above sea level. This exceeded the elevation for a projected 500
year flood in Bridport. Throughout the lakeshore in Vermont and New York, camps were hit with the
high flood waters.

In late summer of 201l, the Tropical Storm remnants of Hurricane Irene caused devastating flooding
in much of Vermont. Damages associated with TS Irene in the Town of Bridport included closure of
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Lake Street and Middle Road for extended periods of time until repairs could be made. In particular, a
previously scheduled replacement of an undersized culvert on Lake Street was delayed and a design
recommended by the State of VT was not implemented due to the unwillingness of FEMA to fund the
mitigation with section 406 funds. Over $490,000 in reimbursements were received for the Lake Street
culvert alone. As of this writing, in20l4, final reimbursements have still not been received for all of
Irene's damages.

Future Probability: Since the desirability of a "home on the water" is quite high, pressure to develop
additional lands within floodplains is increasing. V/hile current long-term residents of Bridport
generally know better than to build on a floodplain that floods every few years, newcomers to town
could view these locations as desirable. Given the poor quality of the FIRMs serving the Town of
Bridport, it is not hard to imagine the incremental process of filling in the natural floodplain to elevate
new homes. While these new homes would be considered safe from flooding, the impacts of lands
both upstream and downstream would likely put additional infrastructure at risk.

Climate experts infer that residents of lakeshore properties should be prepared for more frequent and
higher flood elevations in the future.

Within the Town of Bridport the lands surrounding the Lemon Fair and Dead Creek are textbook
examples of natural floodplain which has been left relatively undeveloped. Due to the availability of
other lands much more suitable to development in town, these floodplains will likely continue to
function well into the future.

Vulnerability Summary: The Town of Bridport, in its historic development pattems, is relatively
flood-safe. Only camps and residences along Lake Champlain are currently at risk for flooding. With
property values high along the shores of Lake Champlain, new buyers can no longer afford to own a

camp on the lake useable only during srÌmmer months. These owners often turn toward a complete
rebuild or renovation performed over time to accommodate ayear-round residence. Even though
owners may not actually live in the former camp year-round, these improvements allow for a three
season extension of the summer season and increase the value of these properties as well as any losses

associated with flooding.

Limitations for development in floodplains provided by base NFIP standards tend to subsidize growth
in a mapped floodplain and may not sufficiently address the hazards associated with proximity to the
lake. Further limitations that address erosion hazards should be considered.

The community vulnerability to Flooding scored 10. A score of 10 would be considered a medium
priority for the town based on a medium probability and warning with a relatively low overall impact.

Hazardous Materials & Hiehwav/Transport Accidents - (Vulnerabilitv 10- Medium Prioritv)
Location: There are two sites in town that have suff,rcient types and/or quantities of hazardous
materials to require Tier II reporting.

o Boise's Citgo 2953 Pite22A
o Mike's Fuels Rte 22A

The Town also recognizes certain locations along town and state highways are high accident
locations(HAl) as identified through local knowledge, police reports and VTrans reports. These HALs
occur in the Town of Bridport at three primary locations:
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o The intersection of Rte #22A,Rte#I25, and Market Road
o The intersection of Rte #125 and Market Road
o The intersection of Rte #22A and Rte 125 just north of the village center

These locations are at higher risk for hazardous material spills due to their HAL status.

Results of Bridport Hazard Mitigation Committee exercise

Extent: Based on a recoÍìmended public safety evacuation distance from the 2012 Emergency
Response Guidebook, a 1000-foot circle has been drawn around the Tier II sites. Of the 734 buildings
(8911 locations) in Bridport, there are 6 Single-Family residences, I multi-family residence, 3

commercial facilities, I lodging establishment, 1 Government building and the school or l.7o/o of the
structures in town that might be impacted based within the identified 1,000 foothazard circles.

Essential facilities which could be impacted by a largehazardous material spill within the Town of
Bridport are:

o Bridport Fire Station
o Bridport Town Office
o Bridport Central School
o Bridport Post Office
o Bridport Masonic Hall
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Previous Occurrences: Minor non-reportable releases of propane have occurred, primarily during
product transfer between storage tanks and delivery truck. ln 2004, a hractorltrailer combination truck
left Route #22A northbound and spilled a considerable quantity of fuel oil. Response required
mobilization of the county hazmat team and resulted in loss of firefighting gear as well as

environmental clean-up costs.

The HAL status of the intersections along Route 22A and Route #125 indieate multiple accidents at
these locations. The intersection between Route 22A, Market Road and Route #125 saw 6 reported
accidents in the period between 2006 and2010.

Bridport - High Crash Locations: 2006-2010

' Labels - indicate "Total Number of Crashes'with¡n the 5-year period
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Future Probability: Route #22a is a primary route for carrying petroleum products between New
York ports and the Burlington area. As demand continues to grow for these products, increased truck
traffic along this route would indicate an increase in risk as well.

Vulnerability Summary: Route #22A is the primary north/south route for petroleum products on the
western side of the state. A 2010 study conducted by the Addison County Local Emergency Planning
Committee indicated that approximately 70Yo of hazardous material transported along Route 22Awas
petroleum based flammable liquid. An additional observable quantity of liquid nitrogen was also seen
as a result of the study and over l0% of trucks were carrying some hazardous material.

Mike's Fuels, located in the village area, was identified by members of the fire department for the
creation of an unnecessary potential hazard due to the recent installation of a 30,000 gallon Propane
tank in close proximity to the village area. V/ith another tank of equal size having been permitted at
the same location at the same time, the hazardous material footprint for this facility has expanded
dramatically in recent years.

The community vulnerability to aHazMat/Transportation incident scored 10. A score of 10 would be
considered a medium priority for the town based on a medium probability with limited warning and a
relatively low overall impact.

LandslideÆrosion Hazard - lVulnerability 10- Medium Prioritvl
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Location:
Landslide/erosion issues in the Town of Bridport are generally limited to erosive actions of high water
on riverbanks in town, a currently stabilized slump on Rattlin Bridge Road and on the occasional
slumping of the shoreline along Lake Champlain.

Extent:
The shoreline of Lake Champlain in the Town of Bridport is made up largely of unconsolidated clay-
based material. Current weather trends include increased frequency and severity of rain. That,
combined with the unintentional actions of camp owners along the shore, and the base of clay can
result in relatively large-scale slumps. When these slumps occur in developed areas, entire camps can
find themselves at the bottom of a bank closer to the water than was ever planned. If not destroyed by
the ride, camps may have difficulty finding enough space left at the top of a bank to reset. With camp
values over $100,000, the loss of several due to landslide could result in over one million dollars in
uninsured damages.
Town highways are af risk in some areas to landslide/slump actions as well. Recently, Rattlin Bridge
Road was being slowly displaced laterally due to uncontrolled water seepage into the clay. Loss of
even 100 yards of town highway due to slump would have a negative impact the towns road budget.

Past Occurances:
In the recent past, Rattlin Bridge Road was impacted by a slump which is believed to have been
caused by the plugging of an old culvert and subsequent saturation of upslope soils. Camps along
Giards Bay have also experienced settling of their foundations over time. While no major slumps were
identified in interviews, the current shoreline along Lake Champlain is pockmarked with historic
slumps. Elsewhere along the Lake Champlain shoreline, where soils are similar to those in Bridport,
more recent examples include a 100ft slump which occurred in the Town of Colchester in the late
1960's. This slump ended up jutting out into Lake Champlain carrying a camp with it. The camp
needed to be dragged up approximately 60 feet to get back to its original elevation.

Future Probabilitv:
Due to the relatively flat terrain within the Town of Bridport, the catastrophic erosion and channel
migration seen in mountain towns along river corridors is uncommon. Geomorphic assessment
protocols used in the mountains are relatively ineffective at predicting future channel migration on the
floor of the former Champlain Sea. Fortunately, areas surrounding Dead Creek, and the Lemon Fair
still perform the wetland/floodplain functions as they have for thousands of years. The generally wet
nature of the soils and their tendency to flood on an annual basis has kept most development at bay.

Poorly constructed driveways contribute to erosion hazards of their own when heavy rains wash gravel
from uphill driveways into town ditches and onto town roads. As roadside ditches fill with gravel, they
no longer retain their water carrying capacity and can result in road washouts during even relatively
minor storms.

The increasing value placed on Lakeside property is starting to increase development pressure along
the shoreline. Recent Vermont regulations were created to help reduce the impacts of this increased
development. Some areas along Bridport's shore have akeady been developed in tight clusters of
camps. When converted to year-round residences, water is added to the soils from leachfields. An
increase in impervious surface is another byproduct of these conversions. These, together, increase the
likelihood of future slumping.
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Vulnerabilitv Summarv:
Much of the most erosion susceptible property in the Town of Bridport lies along the shores of Lake
Champlain where the ancient lake bed clay deposits meet the current lake shore. Camps and newly
built year-round homes have been constructed along unstable bluffs overlooking Goose Bay, and
Giard's Bay, in particular. The use of these residences can result in a slow saturation and resultant
increase in slide risk of the native clay soils. In addition, the desire to see the lake view from structures
located along lakeside bluffs tempts landowners to clear natural vegetation which has historically
helped to stabilize those bluffs. Town road accesses to the lake have experienced deterioration from
erosion in recent years at Witherell Landing, Champlainside, and the end of Crown Point Road.

Increased concern about potential landslide and observed toe-of-slope erosion often results in a
landowner "protecting" their shoreline via expensive rip-rap treatments. Unfortunately, while these
treatments tend to temporarily protect one property, they also divert the erosive forces of wave
movements fuither along the shore to the neighboring properties who then, in turn, must find a way to
protect their own lands. The resultant protection cycle of costs escalates far beyond what would have
been lost had the shores been left to react naturally over the course ofdecades.

The community vulnerability to Landslide scored 10. A score of 10 would be considered a medium
priority for the town based on a medium probability and warning with overall impacts limited to small
areas.

Structure Fire - (Vulnerabilitv 10- Medium Priorityl

Location:
There are wood frame structures susceptible to structure fire scattered throughout the Town of
Bridport with the highest concentration being camp groups along the shore of Giard's Bay. These
camps are generally accessed by private drives and roads along Lake Street and Jones Dock Road. A
secondary concentration is located on Torrey Island at the southeast comer of town. These are
accessed by a private road which was built across a Torrey farm pasture. One last grouping is one
located around the traditional village center (the "corners). Most of these were built before modern
fire-resistant construction materials and methods were developed. Particularly along the lake, these
summer residences, prior to current zoning, were built close together to take advantage of lakeshore
access, thus making them more vulnerable to a wind-spread multiple structure fire.

Extent:
The communities greatest risk for structure fire would be when a combination of circumstances were
to happen at the same time. An example of these factors could be a structure fire in the Jones Dock
Road area where traditional growth patterns of small seasonal camps have resulted in close-packed
individual structures accessed via narrow and poorly constructed driveways. The combination of
tightly packed structures and poor access for fire equipment is at its highest risk during winter months.
The combination of snow, unplowed driveways, and reduced numbers of residents during the off
season could lead to a fire getting out of control and spreading to nearby structures before the fire
department could even get close enough to access the incident.

Past Occurrences:
Responses by the Bridport Volunteer Fire Department for automobile accidents and structure fires
over the past 10 years have remained relatively stable with an average of 17 per year. Closer
inspection however, indicates a definite increase in responses between the first five years of the
sample (avg.l4lyear), and the last five years (avg.25 lyear).
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Volunteer Fire Annual Fire and Motor Vehicle

Future Probability:
The Town of Bridport has issued an average of 8 building permits per year over the past 10 years for
either the construction of new residences or replacement of old residences. While this is not a huge
increase, a surprising number fell into the category of replacement residence. These are probably
either replaced camps or replaced mobile homes, both of which can add to the fire risk when located
along the lakeshore.

Vulnerability summary:
Over the past 20 years, prices for these summer camps have skyrocketed mostly due to the value of the
land they sit on. The increased purchase costs ofthese properties drives a slow conversion from
seasonal to more expensive year-round residences because owners feel a need to get more use out of
them. The pre-existing small lot size converted to year-round homes increases the per acre value and
increases the potential losses from wind driven fire. This new development has not had a huge impact
on fire risk, however, due to improved construction methods.

Unfortunately, risks to firehghters continue to escalate as newer construction materials often produce a

dangerous combination of gasses when burned. Increased numbers of houses and poorly constructed
driveways do impact the fire department's ability to respond. Narrow and steep driveways not
negotiable by fire equipment were identified particularly in the Forest Road area. While a landowner
may have saved money in constructing these driveways, a much higher cost is associated with a
structure fire at a location with limited access as well as an additional risk to volunteer f,rrefighters who
respond.

The community vulnerability to Structure Fire scored 10. A score of 10 would be considered a
medium priority for the town based on a high probability with only a short warning but with a
relatively low overall impact.

a Liehtnine - fvulnerabilitv 9- Medium Prioritv)

Location:
Severe storms which include lightning along with wind and rain events are a common occuffence in
Bridport during summer months. While unpredictable, lightning tends to be drawn to high and pointed
places. Town buildings are located at the height of land in Bridport village (Town Hall, Grange
Building, Fire Station, etc.) and are therefore more highly susceptible to lightning strike than most
residential structures.

Extent:
Lightning strikes in westem Addison County, Vermont averaged between 4-6 strikes per square
kilometer each year based on data collected by NASA satellites between 1995 and 2002. Within the
Town of Bridport, these numbers would extrapolate into between 480 andT20lightning strikes per
yeal.

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 20tt 2012 20t3 Avg.
# ofresponses 11 13 l7 11 t6 37 I6 15 13 2l l7
# new residences 25 7 5 t6 I a

J 2 6 5 8I
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Lightning strikes routinely cause fires to trees along ridge tops in Vermont and less commonly start
fires in structures. Fires associated with lightning strikes to inhabited buildings occur fewer than once
every five years on average. More common is loss of power and damage to electronic equipment in
homes where there has been a proximity strike. Anecdotally, there are multiple reports each year of
electronic equipment unprotected by surge suppressors which are damaged by lightning strikes.
Generally, these homeowners file insurance claims for damages and total annual damages in the entire
community likely do not exceed $10,000.

Previous Occurrences:
Relatively little information has been recorded of recent significant lightning strikes. However, a
lightning strike killed Bridport resident Cyrus Stone, outside his house in 1910. Given the estimated
numbers of lightning strikes in Bridport, it is certain that there have been strikes on homes and bams
resulting in fires. Another common strike location is at a power line transformer.

Future Probabilitv:
It is unlikely that lightning strikes will be reduced over the next few decades, however, If predicted
increases in storm numbers and severity are true, increased numbers of lightning strikes would be
expected. As newer buildings are built with fire resistant materials the likelihood of fire due to
lightning is reduced.

Vulnerability Summary:
Bridport's susceptibility to lightning strike seems to be relatively stable. While historically, buildings
may have been protected from lightning-caused fires by a lightning rod system, these seem to have
fallen out of favor in recent years. During that same time period, an increase in fire protection
capability has allowed the community to keep their perceived risk at a constant level.

The highest risk area for lightning strikes with the highest resultant damage to the public infrastructure
continues to be where multiple public buildings are clustered on the height of land in the traditional
village center. Loss, due to fire caused by lightning or electrical surge could be quite disruptive to the
community if it were the town office, grange, or church.

The community vulnerability to Lightning scored 9. A score of 9 would be considered a medium
priority for the town based on a high probability and limited warning but with a relatively low overall
impact.

\ilildfire - (Vulnerabilitv 9- Medium Prioritvl

Location:
Wildfire can occur almost anywhere throughout the Town of Bridport. Generally, two different
wildfire fuels can be found within the boundaries of the town. The forested areas of town, are
charucterized by fuels found in the duff layer (leaves, fallen branches, etc.). Non forested areas of
Bridport have a fuel base of dried grasses and shrubs. Recent development in forested areas of town
has resulted in homes nestled into woodlands creating an urban/wildfire interface risk. In open
agricultural areas, the risk is from controlled burns in fields that can get out of control and result in a
running fire through dry grasses.
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Springtime burning of open fields has been a longstanding historic practice thought to improve field
fertility. Every few years, these get out of control due to either poor planning or unexpected winds.
Generally, this type of wildfire is limited to a few acres and poses limited threats to structures lying
close to the fuel source in the path of the hre. Fires in the forest tend to be smaller, usually limited to
under an acre in size. These are generally mitigated by hardwood tree species and cover on the forest
floor. Lakeside camps can sit among trees with a deep duff layer comprised primarily of leaves and/or
needles. These camps also traditionally have open f,rres as part of the summer camping experience,
The combination of these factors can lead to a higher fire risk in these areas.

A fast traveling wild-fire, whether through dry hayfields or through a dry bed of forest duff could
easily lead to structure fires, especially in outbuildings. During an extremely dry spring, an out-of -
control hre such as this could tax the local fire department and its mutual aid partners.

Past Occurrances:
In the century prior to 1920, wildfires enveloped large tracts of the New England forests in large part
due to the logging activity and wood burning locomotives of the time. No current records of wildfire
activity have been found for the Town of Bridport. However, the State Agency of Natural Resources
keeps track of fires in the entire state. Most wildhres are never reported to State forestry officials and
are therefore not shown in their annual reports. Based on the period between 2001 and 2010 the fires
which were reported averaged just under 120 hres which burned a total of 215 acres.

Vermont Wildfire Statistics

Addison Wildfire Statistics

Within the past 50 years, forests have been closed to recreation state-wide 3 times due to extreme fire
conditions. V/hile these incidents have not resulted in large-scale damage in the Town of Bridport, the
conditions existed for widespread forest fires. In addition, an unusually dry spring will often result in a
no-burn proclamation most recently seen in 2009.

Future Probabilitv:
The combinations of factors which lead to widespread wildfires usually coincide with extended
droughty conditions. Periodic droughts occur every 30-40 years in Vermont and based on observed
patterns, would be next expected in the decade between 2020 and 2030. During this period additional
risk for wildfire would exist and an increase in wildfires would also be expected.

Vulnerability Summarv:
V/ith an active agricultural base, much of the Town of Bridport is either open land or lands recently
abandoned and growing up to shrubs. Consequently, many structures within this area border on areas
with a high fuel load of grasses and shrubs.

Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 20r0
# fires 189 100 101 86 22r 118 81 11s 95 88
# Acres 295 146 95 250 547 254 180 138 164 84
Ave. Size 1.s6 r.46 95 2.91 2.48 2.r5 2.22 t.20 1.73 95

2006 2007 2008Year 2009 20r0
# fires 2 4 6 10 1

# Acres 5 9 10 4.5 r.2
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Similarly, forested areas of town and along the lakeshore would fall within the traditional
urban/wildfire interface. This increased risk for forest fire due to proximity is moderated by the so-
called ooTeflon Forest" conditions of the Northeastern US. While moisture levels generally tend to be
higher than in the fire-plagued westem forests, scattered periods of drought can increase fire danger
levels to Extreme particularly during spring and fall seasons when dry leaves cover much of the forest
floor.

Increased development within the urbarVwildfire interface continues throughout the state and Bridport
has not escaped that trend. It is becoming increasingly importantthat residences and essential facilities
be constructed with an eye toward wildfire resistance by establishing no-burn zones around structures.

V/ith a community vulnerability score of 9, wildfire is considered a MEDIUM PRIORITY based on a
high likelihood of occuffence yet with a low overall impact to the community.

Earthquake - (Vulnerabilitv 8- Low Prioritv) -

Location:
As surprising as it is to some residents, all of Vermont, including the Town of Bridport, is classified as

aîareawith'omoderate" seismic activity. This can be compared to the west coast of the U.S., which is
classified as "very high" and the north-central states classified as "very low." Located in the
Champlain Valley, Bridport is at moderately higher risk than some other areas of Vermont.

Extent:
Based on information provided by the Vermont Geological Survey, Department of Environmental
Conservation, Agency of Natural Resources, HAZUS outputs for the region are summarized as

follows:

The Middlebury Once-in-50O year earthquake (5.7 magnitude) could cause significant damage in
Addison County. The Goodnow, NY Once-in-5O0 year earthquake (6.6 magnitude) could cause
shaking just above the lower limit for building damage. The Montreal, Quebec (6.8 magnitude) and
the Tamworth, NH (6.2 magnitude) Once-in-500 year earthquakes probably would not cause damage
in Addison County. Only the loss data from the Middlebury and Goodnow events are shown below:

Middlebury Scenario:

. Building damage - HAZUS estimates that over 1600 buildings will receive at least moderate
damage. This is a little more than I3Yo of the total number of buildings in the county. (13% of
buildings in Bridport would be 95 buildings). HAZUS also estimates that all essential facilities
(hospital, schools, police stations and fire stations will receive at least moderate damage. A total
of .8o/o or 6 structures would be predicted to be substantially damaged. An estimated 4-5
families would be displaced from their homes and may need temporary shelter in Bridport.

Transportation & utility systems - HAZUS estimates minimal disruption of the transportation
and utility systems. However, over 9000 households in the region are expected to be without
electrical power for up to three days.

Casualties - Minimal casualties are also expected with less than twenty-five requiring medical
attention and less than three needing hospitalization in the region.

¡
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Economic loss - Direct building losses are estimated at > $83 million and business intemrption
losses are expected to be as much as $105 million. HAZUS estimates that although there was
minimal damage to the transportation system the loss would still be close to $15 million.
Approximately $4.4 million would be needed to repair damaged communications systems.

Goodnow Scenario:

o Building damage - HAZUS estimates that over 600 buildings will receive at least moderate
damage. This is a little more than 5Yo of the total number of buildings in the county. (5% of
buildings in Bridport would be 37) HAZUS also estimate that all essential facilities (hospital,
schools, police stations and fire stations will receive at least moderate damage. 2-3 families are
predicted to be displaced from their homes and will need temporary shelter.

Transportation & utility systems - HAZUS estimates minimal disruption of the transportation
and utility systems. However, over 4000 households are expected to be without electrical power
for up to three days in the region.

Casualties - Minimal casualties are also expected with less than six requiring medical attention
and only one needing hospitalization.

Economic loss - Direct building losses are estimated at > $17 million and business intemrption
losses are expected to be as much as $24 million. HAZUS estimates that although there was
minimal damage to the transportation system the loss would still be close to $3.6 million.
Approximately $0.9 million would be needed to repair damaged communications systems.

Previous Occurrences:
Sixty-three known or possible earthquakes have been centered in Vermont since 1843 (Ebel, et al
1995). The two strongest recorded quakes measured in Vermont were of a magnitude 4.1 on the
Richter scale. One was centered in Swanton and occurred on July 6, 1943, and the second occurred in
1962 in nearby Middlebury. The Swanton quake caused little damage, but the Middlebury quake did
result in broken windows, cracked plaster and falling objects (VEM, 1995).

Earthquakes centered outside the state have also occasionally been felt in Vermont. Twin quakes of 5.5
occurred in New Hampshire in 1940. In 1988, an earthquake with a magnitude 6.2 onthe Richter scale
took place in Saguenay, Quebec and caused shaking in the northern two thirds of Vermont (Ebel, et al
lees).

In May 2001 and again in the summer of 2010, earthquakes in the 5.0-5.5 range have been felt in
Bridport with epicenters in New York and Quebec respectively.

Future Probabilitv: The USGS database shows there is a 2.26Yo probability of an earthquake
measuring 5.0 or above within 31 miles of the Town of Bridport in the next 50 years.

Vulnerabilitv Summarv: The BridportHazard Mitigation Committee scored Earthquake hazard a
risk score of 14 resulting in a vulnerability score of 3. Residents of the community do not generally
consider earthquake to be a high enough risk to require preparing for one. This results in little or no
preparedness should an earthquake occur.
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The community vulnerability to Earthquake scored 8. A score of 8 would be considered a low priority
for the town based on a low probability with no advance warning but with a relatively low overall
impact.

Regional Historical Earthquake Records
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Drought - (Vulnerability 5 - Low Prioritv)

Location:

Drought, due to lack of rain resulting in a receding water table is generally a regional issue due to its
widespread nature. Most of the Town of Bridport receives its water supply from Lake Champlain via
the Tri-Town Water District and residents are, therefore less susceptible to drought conditions.

Palmer Drought Index Table
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Extent:
Four types of drought are identified in the State of Vermont's Hazard Mitigation Plan: meteorological,
agricultural, hydrological and socioeconomic. Local knowledge indicates dry spells are periodic in
nature and would be considered severe about every 10 years on the average. The residents served by
Tri Town Water would probably not be impacted during a droughty period but farm crops throughout
Bridport could be.

I
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Local infrastructure map identifying the extent of the Tri-Town Water service area

Previous Occurrences:
An extended drought period in the region during the 1960s saw the development of several
community-owned water systems in communities along Lake Champlain. The Town of Bridport at
that time entered into a multi-town water district along with the Towns of Addison and Shoreham. The
Tri-Town Water District was formed which resulted in a water access and treatment plant located on
the shore of Lake Champlain in the Town of Addison and an extensive system of water lines which
serve along public roads in each of these towns. No direct costs to the town due to drought have been
recorded in the period since the creation of the Tri-Town Water District.

Future Probability:
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Historical records show periods of moderate to severe drought impact Vermont every 30 -40 years
with the last occurring during the 1990s. Were this pattem to continue, a moderate to severe drought
would be expected sometime in the decade between 2020 and2030.

Vulnerabilitv Summarv:
With a high likelihood that the region will experience a moderate to severe drought in the next decade,
a now ageing infrastructure, and increased demands due to future residential growth, could require
widespread upgrades to the existing infrastructure. These costs would need to be bome by the
residents of the water district. The needs of local dairy farms for milk and crop production could also
severely impact the efficacy of the existing system were a major drought to occur.

Since agriculture is the largest economic engine in Bridport, an extended drought which caused
reduced crop production could have widespread impacts.

The community vulnerability to Drought scored 5. A score of 5 would be considered a low priority for
the town based on the existence of a robust water system with redundant equipment.
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5. Community Mitigation Strategies

5.1 Hazard Mitigation Goals by Hazard Type

Eachhazard type identified in Section 4 "Community Risk Assessment" can be mitigated dependent on the
willingness to do so at the local, state or federal level. For example, the mitigation of flood damage is basically
a simple fix- don't allow an¡thing in the floodplain that can't afford to be lost and when it is lost, don't replace
it. This would include all forms of infrastructure whether it be homes, highways, dams or croplands.
Unfortunately, political will can rarely stand up to the simplicity of mitigation.

The Town of Bridport has identified that its goals forhazard mitigation are to reduce andlor avoid all long and
short term vulnerabilities to the hazards identified in section 4.3.In doing so, it also recognizes that political
will and lack of funding stand in the way of many mitigation projects. The town particularly supports local
residents' efforts to mitigate their personal risks. The Town also supports projects that lead to a positive benefit
vs. cost evaluation and which the voters find affordable.

Identified flazard Prim Goal

5.2 Authorities. Policies. Programs. Resources (and the ability to expand upon these)

Authorities of Town Officials:

Selectboard: The Selectboard is responsible for the basic administration of the town. They take care of
roads, make appointments to other boards and commissions, and authorize expenditures of voted
budgets. The selectboard may enact ordinances and rules in many areas including traffic regulation,
regulating nuisances, managing solid waste, dogs and recreation, and establishing bike paths.

Planning Commission: The Planning Commission is responsible for long range planning in a town
particularly as it relates to future land uses. They prepare a municipal plan and zoning bylaws which are

adopted by the Selectboard. Planning Commission members are appointed by the Selectboard.

Zoning Administrator: The Zoning Administrator (ZA) is appointed by the town's Selectboard with
consideration given to the recommendation of the planning commission. Their responsibilities include
administration and enforcement of a town's zoning bylaws, The ZA and usually also serve as the
administrator of town floodplain regulations.

V/inter Storm/Ice Storm Ensure that essential services can function during disaster
Widespread Power Failure Ensure that essential services can function during disaster
High Winds Ensure that essential services can function during disaster
Flood/Flash Flood Reduce loss of infrastructure due to flash flooding and Protect

existing fl oodplain from development
Haz Mat and Transportation Accidents Ensure that highway improvements result in safer conditions
Landslide/Erosion Reduce loss of infrastructure due to erosron

Protect the health and safety of the publicStructure Fire
Liehtnine Protect the health and safety of the public
Wildfire Protect the health and safety of the public
Earthquake Protect existing and new properties and structures
Drought Protect existing and new properties and structures
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Tree Vy'arden: The Town Tree Warden is responsible for the shade and ornamental trees within the
town rights-of-way. They oversee tree health and removal when necessary. The tree warden is
appointed by the Selectboard.

Fire Warden: The Town Forest Fire Warden has the responsibility for suppression of wildland fires,
regulating open burning in the town by issuing burn permits, and wildfire education/prevention. The
Town Fire Warden is appointed by the state Commissioner of Forests, Parks and Recreation with
approval by the town's Selectboard.

Health Officer: The Town Health Officer is the executive off,rcer of the local Board of Health. A local
board of health may make and enforce rules and regulations...relating to the prevention, removal, or
destruction of public health hazards and the mitigation of public health risks. The Town Health Officer
is appointed by the Commissioner of Health with approval by the local Selectboard. They take direction
from the state Department of Health in investigation and enforcement of public health issues.

Emergency Manager or Coordinator: By default, a towns Selectboard chair is the town's emergency
management director (EMD) unless one is appointed. Many communities retain the authorities of an
EMD within the Selectboard and appoint an emergency coordinator instead. The emergency manager is
responsible for the organization, administration and operation of the local emergency management
organization. Emergency managers prepare local emergency operations plans, coordinate a local
emergency management group and perform emergency management functions at the local level.

Current policies, programs, resources and the abitity to expand on these for identified hazards:

Winter Storm/Ice Storm
Mitigation activities by power companies have re-routed many of the remote lines along town
highways since a 1998 ice storm and an increased pruning effort has reduced the impact of a similar
event would it happen today. Where affordable, the burying of power lines is encouraged throughout
town to help mitigate the most common effect of winter storms in Bridport

The Town of Bridport generally mitigates its winter storm risk through preparedness activities in the
form of appropriately sized equipment and training. In the event of an extended power outage during
extremely cold weather, the Town has identified the Bridport Central School as a designated warming
shelter equipped with a back-up power source. The periodic cutting of brush along town highways also
mitigates the effects of large winter storm events by reducing their ability to act as snow fence
dropping windblown snow into the town highway system. In past years, the annual installation of
snow fence helped mitigate the drifting found along the town's easlwest roads. This practice,
however, fell out of favor as labor became more expensive and storage in the summer of wooden slat
snow fencing became an issue.

During interviews, the town highway crew expressed an interest in revisiting the installation of snow
fence. Recent fencing design can now allow a single man to install in one day what formerly took two
men several days and storage of the new and lighter fencing could now occur easily in second floor
storage areas. In particular, the road crew noted snow drifting as an issue on Rattlin Bridge Road,
Crown Point Road and Middle Road.
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Widespread Power Failure
Many private residences have back-up power sor¡rces and essential Town facilities like the Bridport
Central School and Town Garage have been retrofitted in recent years.

As population growth and housing expands along remote road corridors, increasing reliance on
dependable power by the new homeowners requires changes in line maintenance. Green Mountain
Power (GMP), the utility servicing the Town of Bridport has ongoing programs of line clearing and
relocation to ensure outages are kept to a minimum. In addition, recent improvements to the
transmission system in northwest Vermont have provided redundant transmission systems to bring
electric power to the region.

The Town of Bridport supports development of a robust and redundant local electric generation and
transmission system for its residents and recommends the burying of power lines. This support is
limited to that which can prove that the benefit to local residents outweighs the financial costs and the
societal costs associated with industrial generation and visual degradation of the local landscape by
aboveground transmission lines.

Hieh Winds
Residents of the Town generally do not recognize high wind as ahazardwhich can be mitigated with
the exception of the effects previously discussed under widespread power failure.

Newly constructed buildings may have tie downs between roof and side walls but no building codes
exist within the community that require construction to any particular standard.

Where high wind hazards have been recognized, it is usually a function of damage that might be
caused if a tree were to be blown over and its effect on a residents' home. For this reason, some trees
are removed from the landscape to reduce their vulnerability to high wind events. Within the village
area, the town's Tree Warden supervises maintenance and removal activities of trees on town
property. The Town of Bridport supports removal of dead artdhazardous trees in the state right-of-way
to mitigate the hazards associated with their falling either on town highways or on power lines. Along
town rights of way, however, hazardtree removal is performed by the town road crew without the
involvement of the town Tree Warden. The Town is considering whether a more active tree warden or
the appointment of a member of the road crew as a deputy tree warden would result in a safer
roadside. Specific locations where trees are ahazard were identified by the road crew as along
Hemmenway and Forest Roads.

FloodÆlash Flood
The Town has been a member in good standing of the NFIP for over 30 years. There are no identified
"Repetitive Loss" properties located in Bridport. Five flood insurance policies are in effect for
residences in the town which are insured for just under $900,000. The anticipated changes to flood
insurance brought on by the Biggert-Waters Act will eventually cause premiums on structures within
the floodplain to skyrocket. These increased insurance costs may encourage buyouts and elevation
projects that have previously been considered too expensive by homeowners historically benefitted by
subsidized flood insurance.

Bridport's zoning regulations prohibit all new construction and substantial improvements to existing
residences within the mapped floodplain with the exception of certain open space uses which do not
impact the flood carrying capacity of the floodplain. Utilizing an early template which exempts
"camps" from review is recognized as a gap in current zoning regulations. It is believed that the local
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term o'camp" referring to a seasonal home was not the original intent of the template which probably
referred to something more akin to a tenting site for camping. It is unknown whether the cost of
elevating a structure will trigger the substantial improvement clause of the current regulations.

The Town of Bridport adopted the 2013 edition of road and bridge standards as recommended by VT
AOT on 2llIl20l3. This document addresses road and bridge construction standards designed to
mitigate local infrastructure issues and are particularly designed to mitigate potential damages due to
flooding and flash flooding. The standards address culvert sizing, ditch treatments and driveway
access to reduce flood-caused erosion. The road and bridge standards template is attached as Annex F
of this mitigation plan.

The Town supports continued compliance with the NFIP and would support Community Rating
System (CRS) improvements if the benefits to the town's residents would outweigh the costs of
additional administration and compliance.

Hazardous Materials and Highway Transport Accidents
Representatives from the Town of Bridport are active members of the Local Emergency Planning
Committee in planning for hazardous materials incidents. The Town mitigates risk to local responders
by reporting its Tier II facilities as required at both the state and local levels.

The Bridport Volunteer Fire Department generally has its members trained to respond at the
operations level to hazardous materials spills within their response territory. In light of the recent
installation of propane tanks in proximity to the village, some fire department members feel an
increased involvement in zoning decisions is warranted.

The Town zoning bylaws sections 521 and 522 specifrcally limit storage of flammable liquids above
ground and within specified distances of schools, hospitals, libraries, and religious institutions. In
addition, Town zoningbylaws limit storage of hazardous materials in the mapped floodplain.

The Town of Bridport was one of the study subjects for "Traffrc Calming and Non-Vehicular Routes
for five Addison County Towns" produced in 1997. Since the completion of this study, Bridport has
installed additional lighting at the entrance to the school. Unfortunately, since the main route for
hazardous materials in town is a State highway, many other recommendations are not within the
Town's power to implement. The study, in 1997, recommended a roundabout at the intersection of
Rtes 125 and22A which is one of the three high accident locations in town. V/hile not supported by
either VTrans or many of the citizens of Bridport, the Selectboard is considering revisiting the issue
and looking at the recommendations with a new understanding of the situation.

A representative from the town sits on the local Transportation Advisory Committee, a regional group
whose purpose is to prioritize potential transportation related projects within the region. This group
rates High Accident Locations (HAL) highly in prioritizing projects to mitigate the risks associated
with these locations by changing alignments, added signage and reduced speeds.

LandslideÆrosion Hazard
Unfortunately, the relatively short lives (compared to geologic time) of property owners lead many
toward the belief that riverbanks and shorelines have always been stable and that channel migration
and shoreline erosion can be prevented by human actions rather than understanding how human
actions can, instead, increase the speed of the forces of nature. Action by the State legislature in20l4
resulted in adoption of the Shoreline Protection Act. This act should serve to reduce landslide risk
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along the shores of Lake Champlain by limiting removal of natural vegetation and extending the lands
governed by state permits.

The Town planning commission, in its 2011 rewrite of the Bridport Town Plan identified erosion of
the Lake Champlain shoreline as ahazard which is specifically being increased due to riprap
treatments along the toe of the slope and wholesale removal of woody plants and trees. "The best long-
term solution to slow the rate of shoreline erosion is retaining and planting woody shoreline
vegetation."

The Town of Bridport supports mitigation of shoreland landslides through natural slope stabilization
and is active in its educational support of this concept. Copies of o'The Shoreline Stabilization
Handbook" first created through a Project Impact funded grant are made available to shoreline
landowners who are thinking about treatments to their lands. In addition, Town ZoningBylaws limit
clear cutting of trees within 100 feet of the shoreline except for a single 12 foot view corridor unless
prior approval has been sought from the ZoningBoard of Adjustment.

Erosion hazards along Streams and Creeks in town are limited due to the slow winding nature of these
waterways in Bridport. The State Agency of Natural Resources recently released a "river corridor"
layer for mapping which shows the amount of space along rivers and streams required to
accommodate stream movement over time. The Town supports evaluating whether adoption of an
overlay district similar to that which regulates floodplains would be effective in reducing this hazard in
the community.

Structure Fire
The Town of Bridport's subdivision regulations help to mitigate the effects of structure fire by
requiring adequate water storage facilities within new subdivisions. The Town Plan also speaks to the
need for improved and well maintained emergency access to residences.

The Town supports the Bridport Volunteer Fire Department with a grarfi equal to over half of the
annual budget for the department. This all-volunteer organization makes up the remainder of its
operating budget through generous support from townspeople in the form ofdonations and support at
fundraising events.

The Town also supports revisiting its current driveway standards as a way of mitigating both the
access problems associated with structure fires and those associated with erosion's impact on the town
infrastructure.

Actions identified under the Drought hazard would also mitigate structure fire and wildfire risk in
future developments.

Liehtnine
The town has mitigated potential damage to Town-owned structures due to lightning strike by
installing lightning rods to channel the electrical energy directly to ground rather than through a
structure' s electrical system.

Most of the larger, privately owned farm structures in vulnerable locations have similarly installed
lightning rod systems to protect them from lightening strike with the encouragement from insurance
companies and extension agents.
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The Town has no adopted building standards which would require this action and feels the risk to
private residences should be borne by each resident on their own.

Wildfire
The Bridport annual Town Report includes a report from the Town Fire Wardens which includes an
educational message which encourages getting a permit for outdoor burning and warns that fines will
be levied if bum permit has not been requested prior to the fire. Two active fire wardens add to the
mitigation value of this message.

The town has no guidelines in place for home construction that would limit the risk to wildfire in
Bridport. Actions taken as described above should limit the setting of uncontrolled outdoor fires and
should result in an overall limited risk. In addition, adequate water storage facilities required as an
impact assessment should mitigate future fire risk in future developments.

Earthquake
Despite the probability of an earthquake within the next 50 years, most town residents do not even
attempt to mitigate its hazard.

As in most communities in Vermont, no building codes exist in the town which would serve to mitigate
the impacts of an earthquake. The Town of Bridport has not identified earthquake as ahazard it feels is
imminent enough to justify much in the way of mitigation actions.

Making educational materials on earthquakehazards available would allow reasonable decisions to be
made during new construction.

Droupht
Agricultural activities highly dependent on water such as fruit and vegetable crops can be severely
impacted by lack of rain. In the Town of Bridport, the Tri-Town Water District provides potable water
to all residents and farms. Most of these businesses have mitigated the effects of periodic droughts in
the past by providing irrigation systems fed by farm ponds and depend on the public water supply to
fill in when needed. However, whether enough capacity exists to supply inigation needs during a
severe drought, is unknown. An altemative for farms, dependent on crops and highly impacted by low
water supplies may be to become dependent on a USDA disaster declaration to find relief.

Reduced water supplies also impact the community's fire fighting capabilities. The public water
supply is available but its use for firefighting purposes does impact all users to some extent. Thus, in
some areas, the fire department is dependent on surface water supplies for much of its f,rre fighting
water supply. The department is installing dry hydrants in deep water ponds and streams to make
access easier as housing continues to expand into areas not served by Tri-Town.

As a mitigation measure shared with structure fire and wildfire, larger subdivisions may need to be
required to provide fire ponds as part of an impact assessment.

The town supports drought mitigation in its support of the Tri-Town Vy'ater District including the
recent creation of an emergency tie in to the neighboring Vergennes/Panlon Water District. This inter-
water district connection allows either district to be temporarily fed from the other in case of a system
failure.
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5.3 Proiect Prioritization process

Projects and actions included in Section 5.2 are conducted by the Town of Bridport or regional and
State agencies where noted. The Town encourages its residents to adopt mitigation actions which could
protect their personal property by making educational materials available to residents. Many of these
potential actions are contained in Annex C as mitigation measures for individuals. Mitigation actions
identified in Section 5.4, however, are considered the jurisdiction's priority mitigation actions. The
town has the following priorities for choosing mitigation projects: Life safety and the safety of its
residents, keeping local roads and bridges open to ensure access for emergency vehicles, and protecting
uitical infrastructure facilities in the town. The 5.4 actions/projects are constantly evaluated for benefit
to the community, estimated project costs and political will to implement and will be implemented as
those factors indicate. The actions identified in Section 5.4 under each hazard have passed a
preliminary evaluation utilizing those general concepts by the hazard mitigation committee, and are
listed in their order of priority. Before undertaking these projects, they will additionally be prioritized
based on their feasibility and a benefit vs. cost review. A minimum C/B result of 1.0 will be required
prior to any request for federal mitigation funds. Annex D identif,res only some of the available
programs which can help to fund some of these actions/projects. All projects in section 5.4 will be
reviewed for progress following any local disaster declaration and will be considered annually as part
of overall town budgeting.

5.4 Proposed Mitigation Actions and Proiects bv Hazard Type
In developing the following list of proposed mitigation actions and projects, care was taken to include
only those projects which could be considered reasonable and feasible based primarily on cost and
political willingness. The town will maximize 406 mitigation opportunities whenever possible when
making repairs to P/A eligible damages during a declared disaster.

Each project in this action plan includes an estimated cost, possible funding sources, the lead person or
agency responsible for completion of the project, societal benehts of the action and an estimated
timeframe for project completion. Timeframes are estimates of start and finish of projects and of start
only where the action is a policy change.

Winter Storm/Ice Storm
The Town has historically mitigated the effects of winter storms/ice storms through annual funding of
the highway crew and its equipment. In funding this, an eye is always kept open for new approaches
and equipment options.

The Town will support efforts by Green Mountain Power to mitigate power outages due to ice storms
via pruning and tree removal activities. The Town's support will be in the form of granting
permissions to the power company for work in the town right-of-way when requested unless such
access will adversely impact scenic corridors and residents desires to keep the beauty of tree-lined
streets and roads.

Estimated cost: 80
Potential Benejits: Reduced numbers and duration of power outøges
Source of Funds: None needed
Resp o nsib ìlíty : S electb o ørd
Timeframe: Q3, 20 1 5-Q2, 2020

The Town intends to begin testing the value of snow fencing along east/west roads to mitigate the
effects of drifting snow in these areas.
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Purchøse and ínstøllatíon of snowfence ot test locatíons-cost 81,000 or less
Source offunds: Annual town highwøy budget
Potential Benejits: Reduced snow driftíng to gaín better access to residents duríng severe
storms
Responsibility: Selectboørd, Roød Commissioner, Highway Foremøn
Timefrøme: Q4,2016 - Q2,2020

Widespread Power Failure
The town has identified granting of right-of-way access to Green Mountain Power to allow tree
pruning and other line maintenance in its review of V/inter Storm/Ice Storm. These actions will also
serve to mitigate some of the impacts of summer storms.

The Town will investigate the costs and possible funding sources to allow installation of a back-up
generator for the Town Office.

Estímated cost: $7,500
Source offunds: Town generølfund or grant sources
Potential benejits: Preservøtíon of town documents, avaílabilítyfor use as a warmìng shelter
Respons ibility : Town Selectboard
Timeframe : Q4, 20 I 5-Q4, 20 I 6

Hieh Winds
The Town will limit damages due to high winds by removing dead and dying trees within the town
right-of-way that could fall during a high wind event.

Estímøted cost: 85,000 annuøl cost
Source offunds: Town highway budget.
Potential beneÍits: Elimínøting risk offallíng dead trees due to high wind
Responsibìlity: Joint Town Híghwøy Dept, Tree Wørden ønd Selectboard
Tímeframe: QL,2016 - 84, 2020

FloodÆlash Flood
The Town will fund attendance by the ZoningAdministrator at NFIP trainings when offered locally

Estímøted cost: 8200-8300
Source of Funds: Town Genersl Fund Planning ønd Zoning budget
Potentíal beneJits : Reduced líkelíhood of floodpløín development
Responsibílity : Town Zoníng Administrator/AcRPc
Tímefrøme: QI,2016 - Q4, 2020

The Town will evaluate the benefit vs. cost for entry into the Community Rating System of the NFIP
Estimated cost: Neglígible
Source offunds: Town generølfund.
Potentiøl Beneftts: redacedflood insurønce cost to residents
Responsibility: Ioint, plønning commissíon, Zoníng Administrator and Selectboørd
Timefrøme: Q3,2016 - Ql,2017

The Town will include additional flood resiliency language in the next rewrite of the Town Plan.
Estímated cost: 82,000 as pørt of øn overøll rewrÍte
Source offunds: Munícìpøl plønning grønts.
Potentíal benefits: Effective lønguøge ín Town Plan will allowfor effectivefloodpløin regs
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Respons íbilíty : Joint S electboørd ønd Plønníng C ommßsíon
Timeframe: At next Plan rewrite 2016

The Town will evaluate the adoption of more stringent floodplairVriver corridor regulations by the
Town Planning Commission in its next zoning update.

Estimøted cost: 8200-8300
Source of Funds: Town Generøl Fund Planning ønd Zoníng budget
Potentíal BeneJits : reduced flood rß ks
Responsibility : Town Plønning Commission
Timeframe: Followíng Town Pløn Updøte - Q2 2017-Q4,2020

The following specific road projects have been identified which will serve to mitigate the effects of
flooding and/or flash flooding in the road network system to be implemented as funding allows. All
identified culvert and bridge replacements are subject to the State of Vermont's stream alteration
permit and the codes and standards adopted by the Town of Bridport.

Stone Line ditches according to the town's road plan when work is being completed on any
road.
Estimated cost: Varies dependent on project
Source offunds: Town highway budget.
Potentìal beneJits: Reduced ditch erosion ølong roøds
Responsibility: Joint Town Highway Dept ønd Selectboard
Tímeframe: Q2,2016 - 83,2020

Replace culverts on Crown Point Road, Middle Road and Rattlin Bridge Road per Road and
Bridge Standards with larger sizes if called for following hydraulic review.
Estimøted cost: Vøríes dependent on project
Source offunds: Town highwøy badget.
Potentiøl benejlts: Reduce susceptíbílíty to wash-outs
Responsíbílity: Joínt Town Highwøy Dept and Selectboard
Tímefrøme: As culvertsfail ønd/or need replacement.

a

Hazardous Materials and Highway Transport Accidents
The Town Planning Commission will review current zoning standards for storage of hazardous
materials as part of next zoning regulation review/update.

Estimated cost: Neglígible, as pørt of zoning rewrites
Source offunds: Town General Fund

Potentíøl Beneftts: Reduced conflicts between residentisl uses ønd HazMat storage
Respons íbílity : Planning Commßsion, Fíre Depørtment, Selectboørd
Timeframe: Following Town Plan Updøte - Q2 2017-Q4,2020

The Town Planning Commission will request increased inpulreview from the f,rre department on
applications.

Estimøted cost: Negligíble, Time only
Source offunds: Town Generøl Fund
Potentisl BeneJits: Increased knowledge bøsefor reviews
Responsibility : Planning Commßsìon, Fíre Department, Selectboard
Timeframe: Ql,2016 - Q4,2020
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The Town will create and adopt driveway and curb cut standards that ensure safe access on and off the
town highway system, safe access for emergency vehicles and to mitigate impacts of poor driveway
design on town infrastructure.

Estimated cost: Negligíb le
Source offunds: Town Generøl Fund

Potentìal BeneJits: Improved øccess to all residences, reduced dømøges to town roads.
Responsibility: Joint Selectboard, Highway Dept, Fire Dept. and Planning Commissíon
Timeframe: Q3,2016 - Q2,2017

The Town has identihed the following high risk locations on its highway system. The Town
Selectboard will request improvements which support mitigation of the hazards in any future
construction/reconstruction activities by VTrans.

The intersection of Rte22A, Rte 125 and Market Road
Estimated cost: None to Town
S o urce of funds : State/Federal highway funds.

Potentìsl BeneJits: Reduced risk of accident øt the íntersection
Responsíbility: Joint Selectboørd and State AOT
Timeframe: Ql,2016

o

a

a

The intersection of Rte 125 and Market Road.
Estìmated cost: None to town
Source offunds: State highway budget.

Potential Benefits: Reduced rßk of accìdent øt the intersectíon
Responsibility: Joínt Selectboørd ønd Støte AOT
Timefrøme: Q|,2016

The intersection of Rte I25 and Rte 22{north of the village.
Estimated cost: None to town
Source offunds: Stute híghway budget.
Potential Beneftts: Reduced rísk of øccident at the íntersection

Responsibilìty: Joint Selectboard and State AOT
Tímeframe: QI,2016

The Town will request additional evaluation of Route 22A for safety improvements between Short
Street and Route 125 East.

Estimated cost: None to town
Source offunds: Støte hìghwøy budget.
Potenliøl BeneJits: Reduced rßk of øccident øt the intersection

Responsíbility: Joint Selectboørd and Støte AOT
Timefrøme: Ql,2016

The Town will identify and eliminate"Y" intersections within the town highway system wherever
practical in favor of "T" intersections.

Estimated cost: Negligible, if done as part of road rebuíldíng projects
Source offunds: Town General Fund

Potential beneJits: reduced rísk of accident at these íntersections
Responsíbílity: Joínt Selectboørd, Highway Dept
Tímefrøme: As highwøy renovatíons occur
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LandslideÆrosion Hazar d
The Town planning commission will evaluate the regulation of development including setbacks and
tree clearing in its Shoreland Planned Residential District at its next zoning regulation rewrite with an
eye toward erosion and landslide mitigation.

EstÍmated cost: Negligìble as part of a regulør rewrite
Source offunds: Town generalfund.
Potentíøl BeneJits: Reduced erosion ønd landslíde rísk
Responsibility: Joint, planníng commßsion, Zoning Adminßtrøtor and Selectboørd
Tímefrøme: Following Town Pløn Update - Q2 2017-Q4,2020

The Town planning commission will evaluate ANR River Corridor maps and explore the need for
adoption of a River Corridor overlay district in its zoning regulations.

Estimated cost: Negligible øs pørt of ø regulør rewrìte
Source offunds: Town generalfund.
Potentìal Benejits: Access additionøl Støtefundsfor dßasters, reduce rßks offluvial erosion
Responsibílíty: Ioínt, planning commßsion, Zoning Administrøtor and Selectboørd
Tímefrume: Following Town Plan Update - Q2 2017-Q4,2020

Structure Fire
The Town planning commission will improve current driveway standards in its next zoning bylaw
rewrite to support basic accessibility for emergency vehicles to all structures in town.

Estimøted cost: 82,000 as part of øn overall rewrite
Source offunds: Municípal planning grønts.
Potential Benejits: Improved vehicuktr access, reduce conflict wíth town híghways
Respons íbìlíty : Joint S electboard und Plønníng Commßsion
Tìmefrøme: Following Town Plan Update - Q2 2017-Q4,2020

Liehtnine
The Town feels the risk to private residences of lightning strike should be borne by each resident on
their own. The Town will make lightning mitigation information available to homeowners at the Town
Office.

Estimated cost: None to town
Source offunds: Government Prínting Office
Potential Beneftts: Increased awureness by residenß
Resp o n s ib ílíty : Town C le rldAC RPC
Tìmeframe: Q4,2015

Wildfïre
The Town Fire Warden will require outdoor burn permits prior to any outdoor burning.

Estimated cost: None
Source offunds: Town Generøl Fund
Potential BeneJits: Reduced occurrence of wildjire
Responsíbíliry: Joínt Selectboørd ønd Fíre warden
Tímefrøme: Q2,2016
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The Town believes it is the homeowner's responsibility to mitigate their susceptibility to wildf,rre
through "firewise" practices. The town will support education in this area by providing educational
materials in the town ofhce.

Estimated cost: None to town
Source offunds: Government printíng office
Potential Benejits: Increased øwareness by residents
Responsibility : Town Clerk/ACRPC
Tímeframe: Q4,2015

Earthquake
The Town believes it is the responsibility of private homeowners to be ready for earthquakes. The
town generally believes that building construction standards are the responsibility of each private
homeowner. The Town also does not believe the risks associated with earthquake are large enough to
require any town building retrofits at this time.

The Town feels education is the key to preparing private homes for an earthquake and will make
earthquake education materials available at the town office when available.

Estímated cost: None to town
Source offunds: Government Printing Office
Potential BeneJits: Increased awøreness by residents
Resp o ns ib ility : T ow n C le r k/AC RPC
Timeframe: Q4,2015

Drought
The town believes the State of Vermont's new water/wastewater rules will likely help mitigate the
impacts of future droughts. No new action is needed at this time.

6. Plan Maintenance Procedures
Any Hazard Mitigation Plan is dynamic and should not be fixed. To ensure that the plan remains current and
relevant, it is important that it be updated periodically. The plan will be updated at a minimum every five years
in accordance with the following procedure:

6.1 Plan Review and Update Process (5 vear cvcle)

1. The Bridport Selectboard assembles a Review/[Jpdate Committee to include government ofhcials and
interested public.

2. The Committee will discuss the process to determine if any modifications or additions are needed due
to changing conditions since the last update occurred. Data needs will be reviewed, data sources
identified and responsibility for collectingiupdating information will be assigned to members.

3. Other Town plans (Emergency Operations Plan, Town Plan, Road Plan, etc) will be reviewed to ensure
a common mitigation thread still exists throughout.

4. A draft update will be prepared based on these evaluation criteria:

' Changes in community and govemment processes, which are hazard-related and have occurred
since the last review.
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. Progress in implementation of plan initiatives and projects.

. Effectiveness of previously implemented initiatives and projects.

. Evaluation of unanticipated challenges or opportunities that may have occurred between the date of
adoption and the date of the report.

. Evaluation of hazard-related public policies, initiatives and projects.

. Review and discussion of the effectiveness of public and private sector coordination and
cooperation.

5. The public will be invited to review and give input on drafts as they are produced.

6. Selectboard members will have an opportunity to review the draft update. Consensus will be reached on
any changes to the draft.

7. The Selectboard will notify and schedule a public meeting to ensure adequate public input.

8. The Selectboard will recommend incorporation of community comments into the draft update.

6.2 Programs. Initiatives and Projects Review

Although the plan should be reviewed in its entirety evory five years as described above, the Town will
monitor and evaluate its programs, initiatives and projects annually as the town budget is created. This will
ensure that progress will be reviewed and projects either added or removed from the towns work plan based on
changing local needs and priorities. In creation of the municipal plan by the planning commission, concepts,
goals and strategies from this plan will be used to inform the development of that plan and will be incorporated
into that plan when appropriate.

6.3 Post-Disaster Review Procedures

Should a declared disaster occur, a special evaluation process will occur in accordance with the following
procedures:

1. Within six (6) months of a declared emergency event, the Town will initiate a post disaster review and
assessment of actions.

2. This post disaster review and assessment will document the facts of the event and assess whether
existing Hazard Mitigation Plans effectively addressed thehazard.

3. A report of the review and assessment will be created by a Review/IJpdate Committee.

4. The committee will make a determination whether the plan needs to be amended. If the committee
determines that NO modification of the plan is needed, then the report is distributed.

5. If the committee determines that modification of the plan IS needed, then the committee drafts an
amended plan based on its recommendations and forwards to the Selectboard for public input.
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6. Following completion of a public input process, further amendments may be made and a final plan
delivered to the Selectboard for adoption.

7. The Selectboard adopts the amended plan.
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7. Plan Adoption Resolution

RESOLUTION

Selectperson K offers the following resolution and moves its adoption. Seconded
by Selectperson 9il8 4'lookÊ¡(

RESOLVE: That in order to provide for sustained actions to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to people and
property fromhazards and their effects in the Town of Bridport, VT, the Town Selectboard deems it advisable
and in the best interests of the community to adopt the attached Town of Bridport, Vermont Single Jurisdiction
All-Hazards Mitigation Plan. In adopting this plan, the Selectboard instructs all community departments to
follow the recommendations contained in this plan.

PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS ILDAY OF 6*tt'M ,201f'

Chairperson

Town of Bridport, VT

ATTEST:

Town/CityA/illage Clerk
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Annex A
Regional Maps
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Annex B
Local Documents:

Local Road and Bridge Standards

TOWN ROÁ.D AND BRJDGE STANDARDS
TOWN OF VERMONT

The Town of t\ r i.-l F¿-Ìerehy ad.pts the fotlowing Town Road and Bridge standards whichshall apply to rhe consrru'ction, repair, antr mainienance of arr toîun -u¿rìia bridges.

The standards listed here are considered rninirnum and apply to construction projects and repair ant!maintenance activities' 'I'he standards include management practices and are designed to: enìure thc safety ofthe traveling public' minimize damoge ," rou¿'inîortructure during flood cvcnts, and cnhance watcr quarityprotecr¡ons by min imizing sediment iel ivery to ru.fur. *"".*"à7"ï ïJrl""ìr.
Ïre selcct board reserves the right to modify the sta¡dards for a partícular project or repair or maintenânceactivitics r'r'herc' because of unique pttyti"ui"ircuÀstances o. 

"onditionr, 
tfrcre ¡s no possibility that theproject or activities can be com¡eteo i¡r strict 

"onà*rn"" *rqi ,rr"r* f.lriiinn". eny mod¡ficåtions to r*reslandards must be done in a marinerlhÂt *.u". th" una"rryintintc;;;ñh" ;""rgemenr prâ4¡ce, be it nubricsafbty' flood hazard avoidance, or w.ater quatity lrotectiori. ¡ir""r r*ron. 
"r* 

not 
" 

basis for modification ol.the standards' Qrrestions about modificati"n*íoit 
" 

standards sr,orlo ue ãlre"ted to the VTrans District

Þlunicipalities must conrply with all applicable state and federat approvals, pe.míts end duly adoptcdstandards when undertaking road ana üridge activitics 
"na 

pro¡".il.''" 
'srr' v!

Any ncw road regulated by andlor to be conveyed to the municipality shall be constructed according to themi'imums of these standards' lf any federal *¿lu.rtut. funding ir iiuolu.Jin a projccl, the VTrans distr¡ctoffice rnust be notified prior ro any-fïeld .ttangesiat ing pru""il""i-*uiåîlio,r,. originar scope of work.
Roadways

r All new or 'substantíalþ reconstructed gravel roads shall have at ¡east a I 2-inches thick processedgravel sub-base, with an additionar 3 iriches.(mini.r-Ir.p;o;;;;flrushed grar.r.
' 

âÏråiiå:substantiallY 
reconstructed peved roads .r,"ú r,*" .ì-1".rîurs in.r,Ã rhíck processed

r All roadways shall bc gmded so water does not remain on the road surface. For roadways thar arenot super-elevated, this gcnerally means a 2-4o/o 1t t¡, _ t ¡j;ruftt;r;;; for gravel roads anct a t-zotî¡('/¡" - '/o" per ft) cywn iotp.n"i óro, a pro*or" sheeting of water.r Proper grading techniqrres for gravel roadways must be ,r"ã to avoid creatíng a ridge or bermbetween the crown and the diæh.

' Any berm along the roadway shoulder that prevents the propcr shcefing of water must be remove<t.

Ditches and Slopes
Soil cxposcd during ditch and slope consüuctiolr, repair or maintenance must be treated immediatelyfollowing the operation and temporary ertrsion pr.r:åntion and sedimeni ,o.,tiJip.u"ti.es musf he installe<land maintained durins construction acdvities uå¿ untii trt" ãilñï.lã;;î ¡*Irnun"nrry stabílizcd.

The following are minimum erosion conlrot measur€s. careful attention must be given to areas vulnerable tocrosion and immcdiately adjaccnt or discharging ttisurfa"e *rt"rc ãnå7å.'*uïõay drainage fâcilities:

1
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I seed and mulchall ditches with grades lessthan 5% r¡,hen undertaking projects or repairs ormaintenance activities that resuliin exposed soil. veg;;ìi"îî1r¡ be esrabrished and monirored. If;ïf;:i:i is nor estabtished wirhín r0 days orpurui""if ¡*"ii ui"a"s,.";;tË ;;i.j;raîa n,utting

' stone line all ncw or reconstructed ditches or whenever soirs are disturbed by maintenance activitieswith grades equal to and greater th an 5Yo;"1æ*"1""iy, ;rr.lifur check dams. The check damsmust nreet criteria outlinsd ínthe "standards ;r¿ sñìnïàii"ü'1", check Dans,,,from rhe Ilermontstandar¿b aru'l specifications¡or eroäon pr"r"*,ü-tíiiîi,rlr, 
contror.specificary, dams musr

Ïri}!ffj:Jlat 
thecrest orú''" aotnttream check dar ¡, utüu .uo,e ercvarion as rhe Lase of theo create parabolic (wide "u" shaped) ditchcs when constructing new or substantialþ reconstructingditches' rather than na'.ow "v"'shapeJ di"h;r;;ä;'. t"úr;:i:iT! auows. Ditches with gracruatside slopes (maximum of l:2, vertiJari;ild'onäiä;ffii-ttde 

bonom (ar reas.2 feet) areprefened' use biodegradable, non-welded matring i" roíujiiärile-sropes where sropes urË gr*rr*..
l|]: 1'3r:"0 

tess than r: r /,; apptv seeJ and ,nurcñ to ;"y ;;;;;;"posed side-srope irslopes are ress

' All ditchcs must be turned out to avoid direct outl€t into surfåce waters, There must be adequateoutlet protection at the end of the tumoul, either a rr*.r"J aä"{ or vegetative filtering area.o If in the best professionalengineeringjudcmenr of th; vr;;sÇrations Division, rherc is a cosreffective ditch treatment thaiwill r"ãi t¡iinr"n;f ,t" ;;;;är p¡acr¡ces d'scribed abovc, burrepresents a departure from these standards, thc.*úip"r¡;)å*;;imprenrennhe rnore cosr çfîccrivc

ii*lï:i::i:îi:iî';åä",ii:H:i:ï:"*1î:-î'i"iä'i"'i"ç*¡'læainw,ìnãnr;;lvt lvhcn constructingnew or substantially reconstructing.side slopes, use appropriaùely sized stonearmamçnl on slopes that are l:l % or grcater- If perenñid rtrurlri. affected by thé toe of slope rhcproject must conform to the statewidist.."* Arteration standards.

Culverts and Bridges

' [:l'å:"tenr 
olexisting culverts and any new culvert rnust huve a minimum cuh,err diameter of tg

' Replacement ofexisting bridges and culverts and any new bridges and culvens must be designed in
:å::fåï,äji i¡,,:_ïffiiJg::,lics 

Manuar, 
"nd, 

i"tr,, 
"J"o;p.ü;i;i;,.*ä,"onr"T_,",n.o All nerv drivexay curverts must have a minimu¡n diameter of r i inches.I when installing or replacing culverts, use apProgriate æchniques such as hcadwalls and wirrgwalls,where there is eros.ion o¡ undermining o, *Àåo it ¡u 

"*p.",eJlo *0"r.¡ lnstall a splash pad or plunge pool atihe oullet of ncw ; r*il;;"inage culverrs where rhere iserosion or wherc crosion may occur. sprash p"d.;;J;ir'n-;ö""t ,* not appropriate for use instreams supporting aquatic life.

Guardrails
when roadway' culvert' bridge, or retaining wall construction or reçonstruction projects result in hazardssuch ¡s fbreslopes, drop offs, or fixed obstãcbs within the drt¡e;"i;;;i;;;ne, a roadside barrier such asguardrair must be ínstated. The most cunent u"Àion orthe ¿Àsgroiouirio, Design Guide wi' governthe analysis ofthe hazard and the subsequent treaiment ofrhat hazard.

2
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Access Management
Thc town must have a proc€ss in place, formal or informal, to review all new drive âccesses andde'elopment roads where-they iniersect rowr .*q r* ruir.orläJunä.,. iî v.s.l. seorion r r r r . Townsmay rcference vrrans A-76 stan¿aøs f"t i;;Ái o"u"lop*"nt no"ãrì"á s-zr sþndards for Residenriar
llÍ ,!"#ffi,'3:Drives; 

and the w*t ¡"*r, üunug*åi,t pü"ìi C"rderincs ror other design srandards

Training
Town highway maintcnance crclils must collective ly-attend a minimum total of.6 hours of training pêr year
,"#åïï:y 

manasement practices. Ïtr t"rn -"rí kil";;äîr.;;äheir attendance ror a period or

Passed and adooted bv
? -/ / lzotÈ

the Selectboa¡d of the Town of R.i.l{rr:.-þ , State of Vermont on

$elect Board:

* , 4 ,/u¿.b

3
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IJazard Committee Meeting Minutes

Town of Bridport
Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee Meeting

l0ltslt3
Members Present: Steve Huestis, Sue Warner, Ed Payne, Mark Pumiglia
1. Meeting started at 10:00 am at the Bridport Town Office with a brief description of hazard mitigation and
what the process is of creatingahazardmitigation plan. Tim explained the process of bringing together a
committee of interested townspeople and officials and having the identify their risks to hazards and what they
can do to help mitigate those hazards.
2.The committee was each handed outahazard inventory and risk assessment worksheet and Tim led them
through the process of identifying hazards that the town faces and what the impacts of those hazards might be
within the town both to people and to property. Committee identified Drought, Power failure, Flooding, High
'Winds, Landslide, Lightning, HazMat Spill, Structure Fire, Wildfire, Winter Storm and Earthquake as hazards
that might impact the town in one way or another. After final scoring, five hazards were identified as those
which would most impact the community based on the worksheet criteria. In order of concern from highest to
lowest these five hazards ranked: Winter Storm (l), High Winds (2), Power Failure (2), Flooding (3) and
Hazì|l4at Spill (3). The worksheet is attached.
3. The committee was next given a series of town maps labeled with the different types of hazards and
members were asked to identif,i the areas of town most susceptible to that hazard. Members identified the
lakeshore as being particularly susceptible to high winds and flooding. East-West roads were identified as

being most at risk in flooding and winter storm events. Power failures were so widespread and common that no
areas of town seemed more at risk than others and finally a significant hazmat spill would likely occur on State
highways 22Aandl25.
4. Other comments by the committee included that drought was, at one point ahazard until the mid 1960's
when the Tri-Town Waterworks was built. Members remembered national guard water buffalos being set up at
intersections in town during the worst of the droughts of the 1960's.
5. Green Mountain Power has utilized Vaillancourt to trim tree branches and take down trees which could fall
on their power lines during a high wind or snow event. That action seems to have limited the overall impacts
due to lessening the occurances of power loss in the past few years.
6. The town has both an active Tree Warden and Fire W'arden in the community which helps lessen the risks of
wildfire and identifies dead trees for removal by the town road crew.
7. Meeting adjourned 11:30
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Town of Bridport
Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee Meeting

rU5t13
Members Present: Ed Payne- ZoningAdministrator, Mark Pumiglia- Planning Commission
1. Meeting was called to order at 10:00 am at the Bridport Town Office.
2. The committee members were given the task of identifying possible mitigation actions for each of the
hazards identified in the last planning meeting. Tim started off the discussion by identifying several road
policies that could be strengthened and/or updated by the Selectboard and planning commission. These
included:

o Having a curb cut policy that would ensure that driveway access was only allowable following review
to ensure the location was safe. This would include evaluating pre-existing cuts that had initially been

created as part of farm access to fields Many of these might be reasonable as long as the road is being

accessed by a tractor but might be very hazardous when entering via automobile.
o Generally addressing driveway standards so that emergency responders are not put at risk responding to

a call by a poorly constructed driveway or private road.

o Eliminating "Y" intersections and converting them to "T's". This encourages a full stop at the

intersection rather than a roll through. Many of these were created long before the advent of the

automobile.

Committee members identified the following projects that would help mitigate future risks:
o The practice of clearing trees from power lines by Green Mountain Power

o Identifying and removing hazardous trees by the town tree warden including support to the tree warden

from the Selectboard

o Recommending that all new structures including farm buildings be built to withstand projected snow

loads.

o Provide a back-up power source to the town offices so that they may continue to function during power

outages.

o Increase the required setbacks from the lakeshore for all new construction to lessen the risks of
flooding and land subsidence.

o Limit the number or percentage of trees which may be cut along the lakeshore to ensure the stability of
the banks.

Other mitigation projects were deferred to the road commissioner who will be meeting with Tim in the future.
3. Meeting adjourned at 1l:00
Tim continued to work with Ed to identify structure which had been identified as being within the FEMA
floodplain based in the digital rendition of the maps and what their assessed values were.
Address Total Assessed Value Improvements Value
494SLakeStreet $147,300 $35,300
4894 Lake Street $166,200 $69,700
4896 Lake Street (structure has been removed)
4868 Lake Street $253,600 $148,400
737 ToneyLane $103,000 562,400
5894-5897 Crown Point Rd. $102,300 $52,300
Town of Bridport total acreage 26,993.74 Acres
Town Grand List $1,315,150.50 in 651 parcels
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Town of Bridport
Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee Meeting

12n0n3
Members Present: Mark Pumiglia, Sue Wamer, Steve Huestis
l. Meeting was called to order at 10:00 arn at the Bridport Town Offrce.
2.In an informal discussion, committee members assisted Tim in the identification of past disaster
expenditures that had been reimbursed by FEMA and/or the state as follows:
2001 Town Meeting Day Blizzard. ....$8, 1 87.00
2005 Summer Storm. .$54,900.00
2007 Yalentines Day Blizzard. .....None reimbursed
2008 Flood Damage. ..$179,100.00 reimbursed over 3 years
20ll Blizzard. .. ... .. ...None reimbursed
201 I Slide on Rattlin Bridge Road......None reimbursed
201 1 Tropical Storm Irene. .. ....$535,000.00 over 3 years (town had to borrow $300,000)
Total since 2001. .........$781.921.00
3. Committee members brainstormed possible funding sources for road improvements: High Risk Rural Roads
Program, Better back Roads Program

Town of Bridport
Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee Meeting

2l7l14
Interview with Dusty Huestis and Dale Stone at the Town garage to identify hazards and where culverts will
need to be replaced in the next few years that are probably currently undersized.

. l@ East End of Rattlin Bridge Road

o 2 on Crown Point Road above Middle Road replace 18" with24"
o Snow drifting at Crown Point Road/Middle Road, Swinton Road, Orchard Road. All could be

candidates for snow fencing.

o Dead and dying trees along Hemmenway Road and Forrest Road
o Lake flooding in areas all along Lake Street

o Land subsidence along lakeshore at east end of Crown Point Road, along Goose Bay, Where Giards
Bay meets Lake Street and at the end of Witherell Landing Road.

It is town policy that landowners install culverts for their own curb cuts to specs identified in the highway
codes and standards. When time comes for replacement the landowner pays for the culvert which is installed
by the town.
Other common issues throughout the road system:

o Undersized driveway culverts overtopping and taking out the town road.

. Poorly constructed driveways that intersect with the town highway system from a higher elevation
causing gravel to be washed into the town road.

As a firefighter in the local department, Dusty was particularly concerned that the town allowed installation of
a 30,000ga1 propane tank adjacent to the town center and another is going to be proposed for the same location.
He feels zoning should be looked at to make sure that does not happen again in the future.
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Annex C
Common Mitigation Measures by Hazard Type

Mitigation measures for "all-hazards" have been adapted from a flood mitigation approach developed by
French Wetmore, of Vy'etmore and Associates in Park Forest, Illinois, into six categories:

Prevention - measures intended to keep ahazard risk problem from becoming worse. They ensure that
future development does not increase hazard losses. Examples would include: Planning and Zoning,
Open space preservation, Land Development regulations, Storm water management.
Property Protection - measures used to modify buildings, or their surroundings, subject to hazard risk
rather than prevent the hazard from occurring. Examples are: Acquisition of vulnerable properties,
Relocation from hazæd prone areas, Rebuild or modify structures to reduce damage by future hazard
events, Flood-proofing of flood-prone buildings.
Natural Resource Protection - measures intended to reduce the intensity of hazard effects as well as

improve the quality of the environment and wildlife habitats. Erosion and sediment control and
Wetlands protection are examples.

Emergency Services - measures that protect people before and after a hazard event. That would
include: Warning, Response, Critical facilities protection, Health and safety maintenance.

Structural Projects - measures that involve construction of man-made structures to control hazards.
Some examples would include: dams, reservoirs, debris basins, channel modifications, storm sewers,
elevated roadways.

Public Information - activities intended to inform and remind people about hazardous areas and the
measures to avoid potential damage and injury. Examples are: Outreach projects, Real estate disclosure,
Technical assistance, Community education programs.

The following suggested Mitigation Measures were taken from the website of the Northeast States Emergency
Consortium (NSEC).

ALLIJAZARDS

Map vulnerable areas and distribute information about thehazard mitigation strategy and projects.
Provide information to contractors and homeowners on the risks of building inhazard-prone areas.

Develop a list of techniques for homeowner self-inspection and implementation of mitigation activities.
Orgarize and conduct professional training opportunities regarding natural hazards and hazard
mitigation.
Distribute NOAA weather radios.
Develop sound land use planning based on known hazards.

Enforce effective building codes and local ordinances.

Increase public awareness of community hazards.

Provide sites that aÍe as free as possible from risk to natural hazards for commercial and industrial
activities.
Consider conservation of open space by acquisition of repetitive loss structures.

Consider conservation of open space by acquisition of areas identified as "vulnerable or at risk"
Ensure a balance between residential growth, conservation of environmental resources through a
detailed analysis of the risks and vulnerability to natural hazards.

Conduct joint planning and sharing of resources across regions, communities, and states.

Establish a hazard mitigation council.
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o For future proposed development design guidelines, incorporate hazard mitigation provisions, including
improved maps.

. Consider adding a "safe room" requirement for all new buildings.
o Establish incentives to encourage business owners and homeowners to retrof,rt buildings with hazard -

resistant features.
o Teach disaster andhazard awareness in schools.

FLOOD

Flood Hazard Mitigation Measures for Communities:

. Developing and enforcing all-hazards building codes,

. Adopting incentives to encourage mitigation

. Developing administrative structures to support the implementation of mitigation programs

. Mitigation should be incorporated into future land use plans through riparian corridor protection,
limiting floodhazard area development, and other measures.

. Developing and conducting public information campaigns onhazard mitigation should be a priority.

. , Participate in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).

. Conduct watershed geomorphic assessments.

. Encourage riparian corridor protection.

Flood Hazard Mitigation Measures for Individuals:

How to Protect Your Property

. Keep insurance policies, documents, and other valuables in a safe-deposit box. You may need quick,
easy access to these documents. Keep them in a safe place less likely to be damaged during a flood.

. Avoid building in a floodplain. Some communities do not permit building in known floodplains. If
there are no restrictions, and you are building in a floodplain, take precautions, making it less likely
your home will be damaged during a flood.

. Raise your furnace, water heater, and electric panel to higher floors or the attic if they are in areas of
your home that may be flooded. Raising this equipment will prevent damage. An undamaged water
heater may be your best source of fresh water after a flood.

. Install check valves in building sewer traps to prevent flood water from backing up into the drains of
your home. As a last resort, when floods threaten, use large corks or stoppers to plug showers, tubs, or
basins.

. Seal walls in basements with waterproofing compounds to avoid seepage through cracks.

. Consult with a construction professional for further information if these and other damage reduction
measures can be taken. Check local building codes and ordinances for safety requirements.

. Contact your local emergency management office for more information on mitigation options to further
reduce potential flood damage. Your local emergency management office may be able to provide
additional resources and information on ways to reduce potential damage.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
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Hazardous Material Hazard Mitigation Measures for Communities:

FEMA's National Mitigation Action Plan suggests that state and local mitigation plans include the following:

. Developing and enforcing all-hazards building codes,

. Adopting incentives to encourage mitigation

. Developing administrative structures to support the implementation of mitigation programs

. Mitigation should be incorporated into land use management plans.

. Developing and conducting public information campaigns onhazard mitigation should be a priority

Natural hazard events have often triggered technological hazards such as ruptured pipelines and building fires,
clearly linking the natural and technological risks. Accordingly, the National Mitigation Strategy, as an all-
hazards strategy, will build upon existing programs that mitigate technological hazards, and focus on the
critical importance of coordination among efforts to mitigate hazards, regardless of the source of the risk.

. Recognizethe dangers posed byhazardous materials.

. Identify places where hazardous materials are likely to be encountered.

. Understand when ahazardmay exist.

. Contact the appropriate persons or agencies to give or receive specific hazardous materials information.

. Identify procedures to minimize personal and community exposuretohazardous materials.

Hazardous materials events can and do occur as independent events. Natural hazard events, however, have
often triggered technological hazards such as ruptured pipelines and building fires, clearly linking the natural
and technological risks. Accordingly, the National Mitigation Strategy, as an all-hazards strategy, will build
upon existing programs that mitigate technological hazards, and focus on the critical importance of
coordination among efforts to mitigate hazards, regardless of the source of the risk.

Communities can and should:

. Recognize and identify the dangers posed by hazardous materials in the community.

. Identify industries and other locations places where hazardous materials are stored and used.

. Develop a coÍrmunity hazardous materials emergency plan.

. Develop an early warning and notification system.

. Vy'ork with local businesses and industry to ldentiÛ procedures to minimize personal and community
exposure to hazardous materials.

Hazardous Materials Hazard Mitigation Measures for Individuals: Individual and families should develop a
personal plan of what to do in case of ahazardous materials accident.

How to Planfor a Hazardous Materials Incident:

. Learn to detect the presence of a hazardous material.

. Many hazardous materials do not have a taste or an odor. Some materials can be detected because they
cause physical reactions such as watering eyes or nausea. Some hazardous materials exist beneath the
surface of the ground and can be recognized by an oil or foam-like appearance.

. Contact your Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) or local emergency management office
for information about hazardous materials and community response plans.

. Find out evacuation plans for your worþlace and your children's schools.
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Be ready to evacuate. Plan several evacuation routes out ofthe area.
Ask about industry and community warning systems.
Have disaster supplies on hand.
Flashlight and extra batteries
Portable, battery-operated radio and extra batteries
First aid kit and manual
Emergency food and water
Non-electric can opener
Essential medicines
Cash and credit cards
Sturdy shoes

Develop an emergency communication plan. In case family members are separated from one another
during ahazardous materials accident (this is arcal possibility during the day when adults are at work
and children are at school), develop a plan for reuniting after the disaster. Ask an out-of-state relative or
friend to serve as the "family contact." After a disaster, it's often easier to call long distance. Make sure
everyone knows the name, address and phone number of the contact person.

STRUCTURE FIRE

Fire Hazard Mitigation Measures for Communities:

FEMA's National Mitigation Action Plan suggests that state and local mitigation plans include the following:

. Developing and enforcing all-hazards building codes,

. Adopting driveway and water supply standards for new development.

. Adopting incentives to encourage mitigation

. Developing administrative structures to support the implementation of mitigation programs

. Mitigation should be incorporated into land use management plans.

. Developing and conducting public information campaigns onhazard mitigation should be a priority

The United States Fire Administration (USFA) serves as the national focus on reducing fire deaths, injuries,
and property losses. In 1974, Congress passed the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act which established
the USFA and the fire research program at the National Institute of Standards and Technology QIIIST). The
USFA works to involve the public and private sector to reduce losses through public education, arson detection
and control, technology and research, fire data collection and analysis and fire service training and education.
NIST performs and supports research on all aspects of fire with the aim of providing scientific and technical
knowledge applicable to the prevention and control of fires.

Fire Hazard Mitigation Measures for Individuals:

How to Protect Your Property

. Keep lawns trimmed, leaves raked, and the roof and rain-gutters free from debris such as dead limbs
and leaves.

. Stack firewood at least 30 feet away from your home.

. Store flammable materials, liquids and solvents in metal containers outside the home at least 30 feet
away from structures and wooden fences.

. Create defensible space by thinning trees and brush within 30 feet around your home.
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. Landscape your property with fire resistant plants and vegetation to prevent fire from spreading
quickly.

. Post home address signs that are clearly visible from the road.

. Provide emergency vehicle access with properly constructed driveways and roadways, at least 12 feet
wide with adequate tumaround space.

. Make sure water sources, such as hydrants and ponds, are accessible to the fire department.

. Burning yard waste is a fire hazard. Check with your local fire agency on a non-emergency number for
fire permit requirements and restricted burning times.

. Use hre resistant, protective roofing and materials like stone, brick and metal to protect your home.
Avoid using wood materials that offer the least fire protection.

. Cover all exterior vents, attics and eaves with metal mesh screens no larger than 6 millimeters.

. Install multipane windows, tempered safety glass or fireproof shutters to protect large windows from
radiant heat.

. Use fire-resistant draperies for added window protection.

. Have chimneys, wood stoves and all home heating systems inspected and cleaned annually by a
certified specialist.

. Fire Alarm Safety requires checking on or installing fire alarms in your home.

. Residential sprinklers have become more cost effective for homes. Currently, they protect few homes.

How to Prepare for a Fire Emergency

. Know how to contact hre emergency services in your area.

. Plan ahead. Make sure you and your family are prepared for a fire emergency.

. Develop and practice escape and evacuation plans with your family.

. Install smoke alarms on every level of your home. Test them monthly and change the batteries at least
once a year. Consider installing the new long-life smoke alarms.

WINTER STORM

Winter Storm Hazard Mitigation Measures for Communities:

FEMA's National Mitigation Action Plan suggests that state and local mitigation plans include the following:

. Developing and enforcing all-hazards building codes,

. Adopting incentives to encourage mitigation

. Developing administrative structures to support the implementation of mitigation programs

. Mitigation should be incorporated into land use management plans.

. Developing and conducting public information campaigns onhazard mitigation should be a priority.

In addition, FEMA recommends the following actions to further protect communities from the effects of
V/inter Storms:

. Building code development and enforcement of snow loads

. Develop a storm water management plan for snowmelt

. Assuring adequate supplies of sand and salt

. Maintaining snow removal equipment so that it is ready to be deployed

. Retrofitting public buildings to withstand snowloads and prevent roof collapse

. Clearing roofs of excessive snow accumulations
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. Develop a winter storm pan or annex to the local emergency management plan

. Develop a capability to monitor weather forecasts, conditions and warnings issued by the National
Weather Service

. Identify appropriate shelters for people who may need to evacuate due to loss of electricity, heat or
coastal flooding due to storm surge

. Assure that critical facilities such as police and fire stations and schools are accessible and equipped

. Clearing streets and roads of snow to assure the passage of public safety vehicles and general traffic.

\ilinter Storm Hazard MitÍgation Measures For Individuals:

How to Protect Your Property

Make sure your home is properly insulated. If necessary, insulate walls and attic. This will help you to
conserve electricity and reduce your home's power demands for heat. Caulk and weather-strip doors
and windowsills to keep cold air out, allowing the inside temperature to stay warlner longer.
Install storm windows or cover windows with plastic from the inside. This will provide an extra layer
of insulation, keeping more cold air out.
To keep pipes from freezing:
Wrap pipes in insulation or layers of old newspapers.
Cover the newspapers with plastic to keep out moisture.
Let faucets drip a little to avoid freezing.
Know how to shut off water valves.
If the pipes freeze, remove any insulation or layers of newspapers and wrap pipes in rags. Completely
open all faucets and pour hot water over the pipes, starting where they were most exposed to the cold
(or where the cold was most likely to penetrate). A hand-held hair dryer, used with caution to prevent
overheating, also works well.
Consider storing sufficient heating fuel. Regular fuel sources may be cut off. Be cautious of fire
hazards when storing any type of fuel.
Before winter, be sure you install and check smoke alarms.
Consider keeping safe emergency heating equipment:
Fireplace with ample supply of wood.
Small, well-vented wood, coal, or camp stove with fuel.
Portable space heater or kerosene heater. Check with your local fire department on the legality of using
kerosene heaters in your community. Use only the correct fuel for your unit and follow the
manufacturer's instructions. Refuel outdoors only, and only when cool. Keep your kerosene heater at
least three feet away from furniture and other flammable objects.
V/hen using alternative heat from a fireplace, wood stove, space heater, etc., use fire safeguards and
ventilate properly. Fire hazard is greatly increased in the winter because altemate heating sources are
used without following proper safety precautions.
Install snow fences in rural areas to reduce drifting in roads and paths, which could block access to
homes, barns, and animals'feed and water.
If you live in a flood-prone area, consider purchasing flood insurance to cover possible flood damage
that may occur during the spring thaw. Homeowners'policies do not cover damage from floods. Ask
your insurance agent about the National Flood Insurance Program if you are at risk.
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How to Planfor a Winter Storm:

Understand the hazards of wind chill, which combines the cooling effect of wind and cold temperatures
on exposed skin. As the wind increases, heat is carried away from a person's body at an accelerated
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rate, driving down the body temperature. "Wind chill" is a calculation of how cold it feels when the
effects of wind speed and temperature are combined. A strong wind combined with a temperature of
just below freezing can have the same effect as a still air temperature about 35 degrees colder.

. Service snow removal equipment before winter storm season. Equipment should be available for use if
needed. Maintain it in good working order.

. Keep your car's gas tank full for emergency use and to keep the fuel line from fueezing.

. Get training. Take an American Red Cross first aid course to learn how to treat exposure to the cold,
frostbite, and hypothermia.

. Discuss with your family what to do if a winter storm WATCH or V/ARNING is issued. Designate one
household member as the winter storm preparedness leader. Have him or her discuss what to do if a
winter storm watch or waming is issued. Have another household member state what he or she would
do if caught outside or in a vehicle during a winter storm. Everyone should know what to do in case all
family members are not together. Discussing winter storms ahead of time helps reduce fear and lets
everyone know how to respond during a winter storm.

HIGH WINDS

High Wind lIazard Mitigation Measures for Communities:

FEMA's National Mitigation Action Plan suggests that state and local mitigation plans include the following

. Developing and enforcing all-hazards building codes,

. Adopting incentives to encourage mitigation

. Developing administrative structures to support the implementation of mitigation programs

. Mitigation should be incorporated into land use management plans.

. Developing and conducting public information campaigns on hazard mitigation should be a priority.

FEMA also suggests that communities further reduce their vulnerability to hurricanes through the adoption and
enforcement of wind- and flood-resistant building codes. Sound land-use planning can also ensure that
structures are not built in the highest hazard areas.

High Wind Hazard Mitigation Measures for Individuals:

Make a list of items to bring inside in the event of a storm. A list will help you remember anything that
can be broken or picked up by strong winds. High winds, often in excess of 40 miles per hour, can turn
unanchored items into missiles, causing damage or injury when they hit.
Keep trees and shrubbery trimmed. Make trees more wind resistant by removing diseased or damaged
limbs, then strategically remove branches so that wind can blow through. High winds frequently break
weak limbs and hurl them at great speed, causing damage when they hit property. Debris collection
services may not be operating just before a storm, so it is best to do this well in advance of approaching
storms.
Remove any debris or loose items in your yard. High winds can pick up anything unsecured, creating
damage to property when the debris hits.
Install protection to the outside areas of sliding glass doors. Glass doors are as vulnerable as windows
to breakage by wind-driven objects.
If you live in a flood plain or are prone to flooding, also follow flood preparedness precautions.
Nor'easters and severe thunderstorms can bring great amounts of rain and frequently cause floods.
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EARTHQUAKE

Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Measures for Communities:

FEMA's National Mitigation Action Plan suggests that state and local mitigation plans include the following:

. Developing and enforcing all-hazards building codes,

. Adopting incentives to encourage mitigation

. Developing administrative structures to support the implementation of mitigation programs

. Mitigation should be incorporated into land use management plans.

. Developing and conducting public information campaigns onhazard mitigation should be a priority

FEMA's Earthquake Program has four basic goals directly related to the mitigation of hazards caused by
earthquakes. They are to:

. Promote Understanding of Earthquakes and Their Effects.

. Work to Better Identifu Earthquake Risk.

. Improve Earthquake-Resistant Design and Construction Techniques.

. Encourage the use of Earthquake-Safe Policies and Planning Practices.

Earthquake Hazard. Mitigation Measures for Individuals

How to Protect Your Property

. Bolt bookcases, china cabinets, and other tall furniture to wall studs. Brace or anchor high or top-heavy
objects. During an earthquake, these items can fall over, causing damage or injury.

. Secure items that might fall (televisions, books, computers, etc.). Falling items can cause damage or
injury.

. Install strong latches or bolts on cabinets. The contents of cabinets can shift during the shaking of an
earthquake. Latches will prevent cabinets from flying open and contents from falling out.

. Move large or heavy objects and fragile items (glass or china) to lower shelves. There will be less
damage and less chance of injury if these items are on lower shelves.

. Store breakable items such as bottled foods, glass, and china in low, closed cabinets with latches.
Latches will help keep contents of cabinets inside.

. Store weed killers, pesticides, and flammable products securely in closed cabinets with latches, on
bottom shelves. Chemical products will be less likely to create hazardous situations from lower,
confined locations.

. Hang heavy items, such as pictures and mirrors, away from beds, couches, and anywhere people sit.
Earthquakes can knock things off walls, causing damage or injury.

. Brace overhead light fixtures. During earthquakes, overhead light hxtures are the most coÍrmon items
to fall, causing damage or injury.

. Strap the water heater to wall studs. The water heater may be your best source of drinkable water
following an earthquake. Protect it from damage and leaks.

. Bolt down any gas appliances. After an earthquake, broken gas lines frequently create fire hazards.

. Install flexible pipe httings to avoid gas or water leaks. Flexible fittings will be less likely to break.

. Repair any deep cracks in ceilings or foundations. Get expert advice if there are signs of structural
defects. Earthquakes can turn cracks into ruptures and make smaller problems bigger.
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Check to see if your house is bolted to its foundation. Homes bolted to their foundations are less likely
to be severely damaged during earthquakes. Homes that are not bolted have been known to slide off
their foundations, and many have been destroyed because they are uninhabitable.
Consider having your building evaluated by a professional structural design engineer. Ask about home
repair and strengthening tips for exterior features, such as porches, front and back decks, sliding glass
doors, canopies, carports, and garage doors. Learn about additional ways you can protect your home. A
professional can give you advice on how to reduce potential damage.
Follow local seismic building standards and safe land use codes that regulate land use along fault lines.
Some municipalities, counties, and states have enacted codes and standards to protect property and
occupants. Learn about your area's codes before construction.

How to Planfor an Earthquake

Pick "safe places" in each room of your home. A safe place could be under a sturdy table or desk or
against an interior wall away from windows, bookcases, or tall fumiture that could fall on you. The
shorter the distance to move to safety, the less likely you will be injured. Injury statistics show that
persons moving more than 10 feet during an earthquake's shaking are most likely to experience injury.
Practice drop, cover, and hold-on in each safe place. Drop under a sturdy desk or table, hold on, and
protect your eyes by pressing your face against your arm. Practicing will make these actions an
automatic response. When an earthquake or other disaster occurs, many people hesitate, trying to
remember what they are supposed to do. Responding quickly and automatically may help protect you
from injury.
Practice drop, cover, and hold-on at least twice a year. Frequent practice will help reinforce safe
behavior.
Talk with your insurance agent. Different areas have different requirements for earthquake protection.
Study locations of active faults, and if you are at risk, consider purchasing earthquake insurance.
Inform guests, babysitters, and caregivers of your plan. Everyone in your home should know what to do
if an earthquake occurs. Assure yourself that others will respond properly even if you are not at home
during the earthquake.
Get training. Take a first aid class from your local Red Cross chapter. Get training on how to use a fire
extinguisher from your local fire department. Keep your training current. Training will help you to keep
calm and know what to do when an earthquake occurs.
Discuss earthquakes with your family. Everyone should know what to do in case all family members
are not together. Discussing earthquakes ahead of time helps reduce fear and anxiety and lets everyone
know how to respond.

a

a

a
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External Mitigatiolä:i l, Funding sources

Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program. FEMA's Pre-Disaster Mitigation Competitive (PDM-C)
Grant Program provides funds to states, territories, and federally recognized tribes for pre-
disaster mitigation activities. The grant program is administered by FEMA for pre-disaster
mitigation planning and projects primarily addressing natural hazards. Funding these plans and
projects reduces overall risks to the population and structures, while also reducing reliance on
funding from actual disaster declarations.

lJazardl Mitigation Grant Program. The Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (Section 404 of
the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act) is activated during
Presidential Disaster Declarations to assist in identifying mitigation projects, and funding these
projects on a 75%o Federall2íolo non-Federal cost share basis. Mitigation program funding is
based on l5Vo of the federal funds expended for the Infrastructure and Individual Assistance
Programs. The HMGP supports other program activities, i.e. participation the NFIP and a
current Hazard Mitigation Plan are required for recipients of HMGP funds.

Section 406 Hazzrd Mitigation. Section 406 of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and
Emergency Assistance Act provides funding to mitigate certain projects as they are being
repaired as part of overall disaster assistance to a community. Under Section 406, if it can be
shown to be cost effective to mitigate a Public Assistance eligible project as part of the rcpair,
FEMA may fund the mitigation as part of the overall project cost.

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
makes federally subsidized flood insurance available to property owners in locations agreeing to
participate in the NFIP. If communities enter the NFIP, they are required to adopt floodplain
ordinances meeting criteria established by FEMA. These criteria include: requiring permits for
development within designated floodplains; review development plans and subdivision
proposals to determine whether proposed sites will be reasonably safe from flooding; require
protection of water supply and sewage systems to minimize infiltration of floodwater; obtain,
review, and utilize all base flood elevation data; and assure the maintenance of flood carrying
capacities within all watercourses.

The Community Rating System. An element of the NFIP, is designed to promote the
availability of flood insurance, reduce future flood damages, and ensure the accurate rating of
flood insurance policies. Participating communities may receive credit for proven mitigation
measures, thus reducing the cost of flood insurance within their jurisdictions.

The Infrastructure Program (Section 406 of the Stafford Act). Authorizes funding for the
repair, restoration, or replacement of damaged facilities belonging to public and private non-
profit entities, and for other associated expenses, including emergency protective measures and
debris removal. The Infrastructure Program also authorizes funding for appropriate cost-
effective hazard mitigation related to damaged public facilities.
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The National Inventory of Dams (US Army Corps of Engineers project). Identifies high-
hazard dams and encourages the development of warning systems and emergency plans for
many of these facilities.

Hazardous Materials Program. FEMA's mission under this program is to provide technical
and financial assistance to States and local jurisdictions and to coordinate with public and
private sector entities to develop, implement, and evaluate HAZMAT emergency preparedness
programs. FEMA supports State and local agencies in the design, implementation, and
evaluation of HAZMAT- related training and planning exercises, and cooperates with the U.S.
Department of Transportation in the maintenance of electronic bulletin boards to provide the
latest information on HAZMAT planning, training, exercises, and conferences.

US Fire Administration (USFA). Through the USFA, FEMA administers a nationwide
program to enhance fire prevention and control activities and to reduce significantly the loss of
life and property caused by fires. Programs are carried out by: National Fire Academy; Office
of Fire Prevention and Arson Control; Office of Firefighter Health and Safety; Office of Fire
Data and Analysis; Office of Federal Fire Policy and Coordination; Ofhce of National
Emergency Training Center Operations and Support, and Office of Educational Technology.

Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA). The Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) program
provides funds for projects to reduce or eliminate risk of flood damage to buildings that are
insured under the (lt{FIP) on an annual basis.

There are three types of FMA grants available to Applicants:
. Planning Grants - to prepare flood mitigation plans
. Project Grants - to implement measures to reduce flood losses, such as elevation,
acquisition or relocøtion of NFIP-insured structures
. Management Cost Grants - for the grantee to help administer the FMA program and
activities

The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 imposed upon state and
local govemments planning and preparedness requirements for emergencies involving the release of
hazardous materials. The role of the federal government in response to an emergency involving the
release of hazardous materials is to support local and state emergency operations. Activation of the
federal Regional Response Team (RRT) provides access to federal resources not available at the state

and local levels. An on scene coordinator is designated to manage federal resources and support. The
national warning and communications center for emergencies involving the release of hazardous
materials is manned 24 hours aday, and is located at the U.S. Coast Guard headquarters in Washington,
D.C.

The National Weather Service provides meteorological and hydrologic services that include weather
and hydrologic warnings, forecasts, and related information. The primary mission of the NWS is to
save lives and reduce property damage through timely issuances of tomado and flood wamings and
river stage forecasts. To cope with dangerous weather, the NWS interacts with emergency services per-
sonnel throughout the state by: issuance of tornado and flash flood watches or warnings for those areas

in which a threat is posed; issuance of flood watches and warnings for major streams and rivers within
the state. Addison County is within the coverage area of the NWS office in Burlington but also may
receive information from the Albany, NY office.
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The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers undertake a broad range of civil works projects to develop,
manage, and conserve the nation's water resources. No work may be undertaken without authorization
and funding from Congress, either from specific legislation or continuing authorities. Projects are
planned to serve as many purposes as are feasible and to protect or improve the environment as much
as possible. The Corps is involved in developing and implementing plans for flood control, navigation,
hydropower, recreation, and water supply. The Corps has authority for emergency operations, bank
protection, permit administration, and technical assistance. Corps of Engineers assistance includes:

o Studies and Projects
o Discretionary Authority to implement certain types of water resources projects without specific

Congressional approval. These projects are typically limited in cost and duration, and include:

$500,000 per project.

channels. Work on channels usually improves stream flow and aids flood control efforts.

used for projects such as upgrading flood protection structures and channelization of
streams.

. Conducting floodplain mapping surveys to provide either first-time mapping of
an atea or to correct older floodplain maps;

' Conducting flood studies in cooperation with FEMA to determine actual flood
levels for settlement of flood insurance claims;

. Providing technical advice regarding proposed floodplain ordinances and
building codes.

Emergency operations to respond to flood emergencies, to include flood fighting, constructing
advance temporary measures in anticipation of imminent flood, and the repair of damaged flood
control works after the flood event.
Permit authority, the Corps has the authority to issue Permits to cover construction excavation
and other related work in or over navigable waterways; and Permits covering the discharge of
fill material in all waters of the United States and adjacent wetlands.

Department of Housing and Urban Development

Community Development Block Grant Program. Funds are provided as grants to units of local
government. Local goveÍrments can use the funds to: construct flood and drainage facilities;
finance rehabilitation projects that include flood proofing, elevation, purchase of flood
insurance, etc.; finance acquisition and relocation of homes to remove them from the
floodplains.
Rental Rehabilitation Program. Funds to rehabilitate rental properties can be used for flood
proofing and repair to flood damage.

Section 312 Loan Program. Provides funds to rehabilitate both residential and non-residential
properties, including flood repair and flood proofing.

a

a

a

a
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Department of Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) can provide technical
assistance in the conservation, development, and productive use of water resources. In addition, the
NRCS monitors use of prime farmland.

V/atershed Protection and Flood Prevention. Technical and financial assistance to local entities
to plan and install works of improvement for watershed protection, flood prevention,
agricultural water management, and other approved purposes.

Resource Conservation and Development. Technical and financial assistance to local entities to
plan and install works of improvement for watershed protection, flood prevention, agricultural
water management, and other approved purposes.

Emergency Watershed Protection. Provides assistance to reduce hazards to life and property in
watersheds damaged by severe natural events. NRCS can provide l00Yo of the cost of exigency
situations, and 80o/o of the cost for non-exigency situations, if funds are available.
Conservation Technical Assistance. Provided to land users to control erosion, sediment, and to
reduce upstream fl ooding.
River Basin Surveys and Investigations. Includes Conservation River Basin Studies to assist in
solving existing problems or meeting existing or projected needs, and Floodplain Management
Studies to provide information and assistance for reducing future flood damages. Financial
assistance is provided by sponsors.

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) provides certain hazard studies and recommendations. A portion of
the mission of the USGS is to collect and analyze data on the quantity of surface water through a
network of gauging stations. The data is used in preparing flood frequency reports to evaluate the
severity of floods. This data is useful in flood hazard mitigation studies, establishing flood prone areas,
and potential flood heights near hydraulic structures.

Economic Development Administration was established to generate new jobs, to help protect existing
jobs, and to stimulate commercial and industrial growth in economically distressed areas of the United
States.

Small Business Administration (SBA) Disaster Assistance Programs provide loans to businesses and
individuals affected by presidential and SBA disaster declarations. The program provides direct loans
to businesses to repair or replace uninsured disaster damage to property owned by the business,
including real estate, machinery, and equipment, inventory and supplies. Businesses of any size are
eligible. Non-profit organizations are also eligible. Assistance to individuals comes in the form of low-
interest loans for repair or replacing damaged real and personal property. The SBA administers the
Disaster Assistance Programs.

Agency of Administration
o Emergency Relief and Assistance Fund (ERAF) The ERAF was created following disastrous

flooding in 1998 and was created so that the State of Vermont would have funding to assist
municipalities in covering the 25o/o local share following a federally declared disaster.
Communities who are active in mitigation efforts (including current hazard mitigation plans,
adopted codes and standards, membership in the NFIP and others) are rewarded with a higher
level of state funded reimbursement.

a
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a Town Highway Grants Program. State aid grants for highways are made annually to the
governing body based on the number of Class I,2 or 3 miles in the Municipality. The General
Assembly appropriates a lump sum arìnually for this purpose (19 V.S.A. Section 306(a).
Distribution is made quarterly, with no application required. There is no requirement that State
funds be matched with local funds, other than a requirement that municipalities expend no less
than $300 per mile of local tax revenues of their highways (19 V.S.A. Section 307).

Town Highway Bridge Program. State assistance for major rehabilitation or reconstruction of
bridges with a span of six feet or more on class 1,2 or 3 town highways is made available by
the Secretary of Transportation from annual appropriations for that purpose (19 V.S.A. Section
306(b). State assistance amounts are not limited for any one project. The State assistance
requires l0 percent participation or match of total project cost with town funds for replacement
projects and 5%o for rehabilitation projects. The local match is capped at the amount raised by a
municipal tax rate of $0.50 on the Grand List (19 V.S.A. Section 309(a)).

Town Highway Structures Program. State grants for bridges, culverts and retaining walls
that are part of the municipalities highway (Class l, 2 or 3) infrastructure are made by the
Secretary of Transportation from annual appropriations for the purpose. State grant amounts
are limited to $150,000 for any one project. State funds are required to be matched, as follows:

o By at least20%o of the total project cost, or
o By at least l0% of the total project cost providing that town has adopted Town

Highway codes and standards and the town has conducted a highway infrastructure
study (not less than three years old), which identihes all town culverts, bridges and
identified road problems.

Town Highway Class 2 Roadway Program. State grants to provide for the preservation of
any Class 2 highways by providing grants for resurfacing or reconstruction are made by the
Secretary of Transportation or his/her designee from annual appropriations for that pu{pose.
State grants are limited to $150,000 for any one project and there are match requirements fir
the town similar to the Town Highway Structures Program.

Town Road & Bridge Standards. As a result of legislative action relating to the Town Aid
programs an incentive program was created providing additional funding to towns meeting two
requirements:

o Adopted codes and standards.
o Conducted a network infrastructure study.

a

a

Agency of Natural Resources

Ecosystem Restoration Grant Program. As part of a governor's initiative to improve water
quality in Lake Champlain, Funds have been allocated to assist in clean-up. Funds from this
source have paid for a large portion of recent geomorphic studies in the Addison region as well
as supporting the development of Fluvial Erosion Hazard Zones. Additionally, funds have been
allocated to purchase development rights in hazardous locations.

o
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Department of Public Safety, Division of Emergency Management

Local Emergency Management Director Program. A continuing program of training for local
emergency management directors to provide a consistent base of knowledge to understand their
roles and responsibilities in Emergency Management.

Generator Grant Program. VEM allocates funds from FEMA EMPG to allow towns to purchase
back-up power sources for emergency shelters for continued use in the event of a power failure.

The Addison County Regional Planning Commission (ACRPC) provides assistance to local
governments concerning planning for future land use, business, transportation, emergency
management and population.

In addition to the specific programs mentioned below, ACRPC has identified Municipal
Development Plans and Capital Improvement Plans as appropriate local planning mechanisms
suitable for incorporating many of the provisions of this plan. These plans, by statute, need to be
updated on a 5 year rotation. In Addison County, each municipality adopts these new or updated
plans according to their own timetable and therefore, each is at a different place in the planning and
adoption process. At the time of each rewrite, ACRPC generally assists local planning
commissioners and will encourage inclusion of appropriate provisions of this plan into any new
document.

ACRPC annually sets aside funds from its transportation planning activities to be administered by
the Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC). Proposals are entertained each year to fund
planning projects for transportation projects. One effective ongoing program is a local culvert
survey and upgrade progr¿rm, which funds updates of culvert surveys for 2-3 towns annually. TAC
grants have funded several mitigation studies in the past including:

o Route 125 relocation study
o Bakers Bridge mitigation study

ACRPC assists community mitigation projects and planning through utilization of:

o FEMA PDM-C planning grants
o FEMA HMGP planning grants
o FEMA HMGP project grants
o Federal Emergency Planning Grants

a
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